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passengers all of them of the masculine
gender, so that I was beginning to look
upon myself quite in the light of an
old acquaintance, when our young lady
got up to leave us. I was sitting next
the door as she alighted, and I could
not help noticing how pale she seemed
all at once to have become. Without
heeding the rain that still kept falling,
she began to feel for her purse in a
trembling, nervous sort of way, first in
one pocket, and then in another.
‘I have either lost my purse, or else
ray pocket has been picked,’ she said at
last, with a sort of gasp.
The conductor expressed no surprise,
but merely put a fresh straw in his
mouth, aud then asked us ‘gents’ to
move while be looked for the purse,
‘which, if young ladies was ’bus con
ductors,’ be murmured softly to him
self, ‘they would learn to take better
care of their money.’
But the purse was not to be found.
‘If it really ain’t any where about you,
Miss,’ said the conductor, as he emerged
_
from among the straw, ‘then »vour nocket ,] . , . i,een „ ;cke,l lTnu. ,n
,,p|, 1

went on his way from the jeweler’s shop. friendship will be a long and flourishing resist asking yon to mix me one more two minutes,’ I will give you in charge to seated by the open window, enjoying the
At the top of the Lane he seemed to one,’ said my unwelcome guest, ‘allow potation.’
the police?
breeze from the water. The night was known that those great sewers are built
He turned on me with a snarl, and very dark, but the light of different ships for double purposes, and that one is for
hesitate for half a minute, then lie me, as a needful preliminary, to present
‘One? half a dozen, if yon like,’ I
underground transportations of troops in
turned to the right and went up Long you with my card.’
replied, ‘and all of them different. Un made as though he would have struck me anchored off shore gleamed before us as the
time of au insurrection of war. By
B E S T O F A L L
the face with his cane. My friend, thick as stars.
Acre, I still followed cautiously about
He bauded me, as he spoke, a very less your taste differs very much from across
this
means Napoleon can transport, se
the sergeant, was on his feet in an instant,
Burke, who had been leaning over the
a dozen yards in the rear.
The world lias very little it cau give
limp and rather dirty piece of paste mine, you will find No. 2 an improve ‘ Now, govenor, you just hook it quiet window-sill,
cretly,
troops from one part of the city to
suddenly turned to me and
To make us liappy; all its precious things—
‘I will put you to a simple test, my board, which he had had some difficulty ment on No. 1.’
the other, suddenly appearing from the
ly, or it will be worse for you,’ he said. shook his head.
What ineu call precious—and for which they live,
ground
at almost any point. The tele
friend,’
thought
I
;
‘and
as
you
come
in
finding
among
his
multifarious
pock
He
refilled
bis
pipe
while
I
was
mix
*I may as well light you to the streetTo a sad heart are worthless offerings.
T don’t understand it? said he. ‘The
For what arc the gems and what is tawny gold?
out of it, so will I adjudge you inno ets, and on which was inscribed the ing the second tumbler, but still kept a door, or yon might perhaps find your Witchcraft shows no light. She is an graph would also be serviceable on snch
Aud rarest spices from sweet Indian blooms,
occasions.
Besides this navigable sewer,
cent or guilty.’
name of “ Mr. Reginald Tracy.’ Of watchful eye on my procedings, not way by accident into one of the other chored away beyond the rest of the ves which is fitted
And silken fabrics shimmering fold on fold—
up especially for pleasure
sels, so that we could easily make out
The costliest products of tile Eastern looms ?
Hurrying up behind him I tapped him course I could do no less than return that lie was any longer suspicious of rooms. Now just step out, will you?
trips,
there
are
smaller sewers running
next morning at the office of her light if she had any burning.
They cannot save the soul a single pain—
lightly on the arm. ‘I beg your par the compliment.
my good faith, but because he was de theI called
under twenty-five of the principal streets,
Or to the weary heart bring hope again.
Secretary of the Omnibus Company,
I
agreed
with
him
that
it
was
very
don,’ I said, ‘but did you drop this pen
Dinner was served a few minutes la sirous of taking a lesson in the art of and found as I had anticipated that the strange the Witchcraft had no lantern and the whole length of the sewerage of
What is the flash of wit—the saloon's glow?
cil-case just now ?’
Paris, large and small, including that un
ter ; and while it was in progress the concocting such delicious drinks. When young lady had left her address there. hung up.
Tin- wiuc may flash and leap and sparkle up
He started as I touched him, and conversation between Mr. Tracy and all the other ingredients were preperly To this address, which was in a certain
‘Ay, ay? said Burke, ‘so far everything der construction, I was informed, is over
From marble tables, white as wintry snow—
And brim blood red the gold encrusted cup—
seemed for a few seconds-as if lie could myself was of the most intermittent combined I opened one of the packets, West-End square, I hurried as fast as a about her has seemed strange—her crew three hundred miles, and by these means
the drainings of Paris is effected on a
The air may languish, fill'd with perfume sweat,
not take in the meaning of my question. character. I gathered enough, howev as before, and shook the contents into cab could tate me. I found the young and all?
Etruscan vases burn with roses red—
magnificent scale, and far surpasses tha
He looked at me with eyes full of sus er, to enable me to discover that lie was the tumbler; and then having well- lady and old lady with whom she was liv We remained by the window several subterrauen wonders of ancient Rome.
Aud velvet carpets sinking 'ueatk the feet,
ing
as
companion
terribly
put
about
by
hours,
when
we
concluded
that
it
was
Give back no echo from the statliest tread;
picion. Whether he recognized me as a man of some education, aud must at stirred the whole, I handed the glass to the loss of the ring, and therefore pro
time to ‘turn in?
But human hearts crave more than this;
one of his fellow-passengers by the one time have mixed in superior socie Tracy. But the powder, in this case, portionately pleased at its recovery.
Splendor alone can never give us bliss.
We were on the point of preparing for Model for “ P remiums to Subscrib
morning’s ’bus I could not determine. ty. By ike exercise of what knavish possessed properties very different from That first visit was not the last by auy bed, when a noise, like the creaking of ers?'—Subscribers for one copy of the----Far more we prize a gentle, loving touch—
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yards, broke in upon our ears.
The mute caress of fingers on the iiair—
Minnie and myself, and may be left un ‘A strange sound at this time of night? Petroleum Paste Blacking. This is a
and the light from the window shone sition he once held I could not, of had made use previously.
A low word spoken—ahi how very much
superior
It Blacks boots and
written.
These little tokens do to lessen care 1
remarked Burke, as we glided to the stoves, andarticle.
full on my silver pencil-case, in which, course, te ll; therein, no doubt, lay hidAs liefore, Tracy’s lips seemed glued
may be used as a hair dye.
It matters little if our homes be bare
w indow.
at lsugth, when he was apparently s a t- : den the great secret of his life. Poor to the tumbler till he had drained the
S ubscribers for tw o copies will receive
Of luxury, and what the world calls good.
C
onfidence.—‘You say you have con
We
glanced
towards
the
water,
aud
were
a box of sardines.
isfled with his scrutiny of iny face, his wretch! it was easy to see, from the contents to the last drop.
If we only have one true spirit there
fidence in Cookem, the plaintiff, Mr. quite sure that we could make out the
Bv whom
better
selves
are
understood—
glance fastened greedily.
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style in which he got through his food,
‘How does that suit your taste?’ I Smith?’
Pl,....,
. 1 our .heart
. 1throbs
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1 ffor
........
.1-dusky outlines of some kind of a vessel sented
Where
deepest
swell
us alone—
with a pair of iron clad spectacles,
‘Picked it up, did you say?’ he asked, that a plentiful and wholesome meal said. ‘Is it equal to the first?’
With whom in thoughts aud wishes we are one. e l nas. “ eeu l,lcke“ - n o " lnucn " as
gliding out of the harbor.
‘Yes, sir?
with
glass eyes, warranted to suit one
there in it?
as he began to fumble with thumb and was what he had not partaken of for
‘Such a question is hard to answer,’
‘Some
Kanaka
craft?
said
my
friend.—
age
as
well
as another.
‘State to the court, if you please, ‘There is nothing surprising in what these
L I G H T H I '.Y O N D .
‘Half a sovereign aud live-and-six- linger in his waistcoat pocket.
some time.. At length he lay back in he replied. ‘The beauties of both are
Subscribers for ten copies will be en
i pence in silver,’ answered the young
‘Just behind you,’ I answered. ‘But , his ehair in a state of happy repletion. so evenly balanced that Bacchus him what caused this feeling of confidence? islanders do. They get under weigh at titled to a patent adjustable bootjack,
Beyond the stars that shine in golden glorv.
‘Why you see, sir, there’s allers re all times?
Beyond the calm, sweet moon;
lady, with tears trembling on her cye- if it’s not yours I shan’t bother any I ‘Not another morsel, my dear boy !’ he self would find it difficult to decide be
can also be used as a corkscrew, or
ports bout eatin’-iiouse men, an’ I used
Up the bright ladder saints have trod before thee • lids. ‘But that was not all. It also Imore about it but pocket it myself.
Half an hour later we were iu bed and awhich
coffeemill, or inkstand.
!said, with a benignant smile. ‘Posi- tween the two. I have to thank you, to kinder think—’
Soul! thou shall venture soon.
. . .
, , , ..
, .
sound asleep.
Secure with Him who sees thy heart-sick yearn- 1contained a valuable diamond ring, the
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‘But it is mine,’ lie put in, eagerly, j tively, I could not. Let good digestion my dear young friend, for having open
We awoke at sunrise, when, going to
ing.
‘Never mind what you thought—tell
property of the lady with whom I am ‘‘How stupid of me to lose it!’ I put i wait on appetite—you know the rest, ed up a new vista of pleasure undream
the window, we scrutiinized the harbor, ceive a marble bureau with a mahogany
Safe in His arms of love.
us
what
you
know?
But Providence ed of by me before.’
looking for the Witchcraft.
Thou shalt exchange the midnight for the morn living, and which I was taking to a the pencil-case in his hands without lies-] A bountiful meal!
Subscribers for fifty copies will receive
‘Well, sir, one day 1 goes down to
ing,
We looked in vain; the vessel had dis a seven
jewelers not far from here to be re- itation. ‘Ia m really much obliged to tempers the wind to the shorn lamb!
•I must give you one or two recipes,
octave sewing machine, with the
And thy fair home above.
Cookem’s
shop,
an’
sez
to
the
waiter,
appeared!
paired.
you/ Be went on, ‘for your kindness in And now for the pipe and the tumbler. and then you can mix for yourself.—
Agraff
attachment.
waiter, sez I, give’s a weal pie?
‘How
strange!’
we
both
exclaimed,
The conductor turned au eye of com- j returning it. As you grow older, young Ila, ha ! I have not forgotten.’
O h! it is sweet to watch world’s night wearing.
One more tumbler, and then to business.
Subscribers for seventy-five copies will
when chancing to turn our eyes towards receive
‘Well, sir, proceed?
The Sabbath morn came ou,
Well, I ’m blowed ! gentleman, you will find that honesty is
a basswood parlor suit of furni
As soon as we were fairly under way Even while I was speaking the pipe
And sweet it were the vineyard labor sharing— passion on her.
‘Well, just then Mr. Cookem comes the landing, we beheld the three boats in ture.
be muttered ; ‘to think of any body in the exception in this world, and not the with our first tumbler Mr. Tracy broke dropped from his lips, and his eyes be
Sweeter the labor done.
which
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crew
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come
ashore,
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an’
sez
he,
how
du,
Smith,
what
ye
gan
to
wander.
Slowly
and
deliberately,
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their senses being so green! Then rule.’
All finished ! all the conflict and the sorrow,
ground on the subject that was evident
undisturbed.
Earth’s dream of anguish o’er;
a nomination for Congress.
proceeded with my preparations for an going to hev?’
turning quickly on the remaining in
‘Well, I ’m glad to have found the ly uppermost in his thought. ‘If, sir,’ Iother
Here was proof that the brig’s men had receive
Deathless there dawns for thee a uightless morrow
tumble.
Tracy,
after
glancing
down
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‘Weal
pie,
sez
I?
sides, he scanned us over one by one, owner,’ I said, with a laugh. ‘You he said, ‘you would favor me with a
not returned to their vessel during the be presented with
On Eden’s blissful shore.
a farm in New Jersey
reproachfully at his pipe, took no further
‘Good, sez h e ; I’ll take one tu ; so night.
ending with a solemn shake of the head. seem to value the case?’
hint
as
to
the
special
class
of
invest
fenced
and
mortgaged.
heed
of
it,
but
planting
both
his
elbows
Patieuce! then patience Isoon the pang of dying
sets down and eats one of his own
What, then had become of the brig?
‘Can do nothing for you, Miss, he said.
I do value it, young gentleman,’ an- ment in which you are desirous of lay firmly on the table, and taking fast hold he
Shall all forgotten be,
That was the question, since she could
Aud thou, through rolling spheres rejoicing, fir •You had better go to the police, and swered the old hypocrite. ‘Less, per- ing out your capital, and would also of his head between his hands, he tried weal pies right afore me?
Ttr' The Oxford Democrat says one of
ing
Did that cause your confidence in not have got under weigh without a crew.
give them a description of your prop- haps, from its intrinsic worth than from furnish me with some idea as to the to bring his weak, wavering gaze to hear
We were not the only persons who puz the best farms, probably iu the northern
Beyond the waveless sea.
him
?’
Shalt know hereafter where thy Lord doth lead erty. I know most of ray morning pas the fact that it is the sole relic left me amount of the capital itself, I should | ?n ,mjr manipulating lingers. Buttheefpart of Oxford county is the Bolster farm,
zled
ourselves
over
this
matter—in
a
very
‘Yes, indeed, sir; when an eatin’
1 ...
, .’
. fort was too much lor him. His eyes
thee
sengers for respectable City gents ; but of a very dear friend. Friendship ever tion have some„ positive
data to work closed, opened, closed again; and then, house keeper sets down afore his cus short time a great crowd, composed prin in East Rumford, owned by Mr. A. J.
His darkest dealings trace;
senti-) upon, and could give you the benefit of with a few incoherent words of apology, tomers an’ deliberately eats one of his cipally of Kanakas, was gathering about Knight. He bought it about three years
And by those fountains where his love will feed there was one fishy-lookiug cove—him let us cherish. A truly noble sentithe landing, conversing about the myste ago for $4700. It contains about 200
thee
as got in at Edgeware Road, and sat m ent!’
my experience in that particular line of his head dropped forward on the table;
rious disappearance of the brig. Later, acres, and is well arranged. He raised
Behold him face to face.
next you, Miss, all the way to Farring‘Then, if you value it so highly,’ I procedure which your inclinations may his nerveless arms lost all powers of ten own weal pies no man refuses to have the
rigging and yards of the many ves this year and sold $2500 worth of hops.
confidence—it
shows
him
to
be
an
hon
don Street—what I didn’t like the looks said, ‘you can hardly object to stand lead you to prefer.’
sion ; and in twenty seconds he was faster
T IL L ItE T O K T .
sels ia the harbor were black with spec One acre produced 226 bushels of corn,
est man?
asleep than he had ever been before.
o f; and if your purse was taken by any half a go of brandy for its recovery.’
‘Capital,
three
thousand;
line
of
in
tators,
all looking vainly for the Witch in the ear, or about 113 shelled, worth
Old Birch, who taught the village school.
body after you got into the ’bus I’ll lay
there $ 1.00 a bushel He got 700 bushels
craft.
‘Half a go of brandy!’ he said, in a vestment notdecided on,’ I said. ‘Some It was to this end that all my efforts
Wedded a maid of homespuu habit;
odds that was the cove as took it. And horrified tone. ‘Young man, young thing light and genteel would be pre had been directed. The powder put by a strange d is a p p e a r a n c e .
He was stubbou as a inule
My chum and I were soon among the of potatoes, which lie hauled to Bryant’s
me
into
his
second
tumbler
was
a
power
And she was playful as a rabbit.
people on the wharves. One old Kanaka Pond aud got 75 cents for them. He keeps
wasn’t he a dowdy-looking card ! Oh man, I ’m very much afraid—’
ferred.’
ful Indian narcotic, which I had lately
Poor Kate had scarce become a wife,
‘A queer-looking craft? I said to my was howling out in a most distracted litty head of cattle, and estimates the
no, not a bit of i t ! And the conducI had taken out my watch, a valua
Before her husband sought to make her
‘Such as an importer of wines and had occasion to use in some ot my chem chum, Harvey Burke, as we stood oil Hon manner.
On making inquiries, we learn profits of his farm this year at $5000.—
The pink of country polished life,
tor winked at me portentously, to sig-!blegold lever. As his eye fell on it spirits, for instance?’ said Mr. Tracy.
ical experiments. Although successful so olulu beach, watching a brig which had ed that his schooner was also missing.— \Vho can do better than this in the West?
As prim and formal as a Quaker.
j ilify that his last remark was meant for his intended remonstrance came to an
‘That would do capitally, I dare say, far, it was not without a more unequal just anchored in the harbor.
Some evil white people, he said, must
One day the tutor’went abroad.
; ‘sarkasum?
abrupt conclusion.
only I happen to know nothing in the beating of the heart than usual that I pro Tlie vessel was painted white from stem have stolen it in the night.
£ y R. A. Bird, Esq., has resigned his
And simple Katie sadly missed him;
ceeded to carry out the remainder of my to stern, witli the exception of a narrow
‘But I have not even money left to ) ‘Well—-ah—yes, you are quite right,’ world about it.’
Ay !’ cried Burke, turning to me, ‘that position as Deputy Collector of Customs
When he returned, behind her lord
design. However honest one’s intentions dark red stripe, just above her water- must have been the craft we saw stealing at
| pay my fare with,’ urged the young he resumed, and I shall be very happy
Portland, and .M. N. Rich, Esq., lias
She shyly stole and fondly kissed him;
‘Quite unnecessary my dear sir, that may be, there is something nefarious in line.
The husband’s anger rose; and red
been appointed to fill the vacancy, of
[W | to treat you to a go of brandy. To you should. Only find the money, and file act of feeling a man’s pockets—some ‘She does look queer? answered Burke. off in the dark?
And white his face alternate grew,
Buzz! buzz? buzz!’ all day long, whom tlie Press says “Mr. Rich has for
I
Half-a-dozen
purses
were
out
at
once,,
what
place
shall
we
adjourn
?’
I will engage to find the brains, and thin" that goes utterly against the grain: But it's plain she's a whaler; there are
“ Less freedom, ma’am !” Kate sighed and said,
the fleet in the harbor, and years been laboring in behalf of onr
“Oh dear! I didn’t know ’twas you.”
!such was the influence of beauty in d is-, -To the nearest house, please. I make your fortune into the bargain.* i J’et that was precisely what I had now her boats. She has sufl'ered considerable throughout
among the wild islanders all ovdr Oahu, business interests; he originated and lor
damage outside, for you can see that her the murmur of wonder was heard. A seven
Itress.
want to get home to my dinner.’
Mr. Tracy
So
‘I0- Before
years has published the Price-Cur
y sighed
. deeply,
* u » took a Ion"
o , *ther,
.i.. tt0
. i,however,
_...
-I thought
.. proceeding
. . . .it advisable
. .any farto tore and maiutopnrasts have been carried brig called tlie Witchcraft had come in the rent; he
i ‘Never mind the fare, Miss,’ answered ' So we went into the nearest tavern, pull at his tumbler, and then proceeded
has been for five years Secretary
away?
have
a
third
person
by
me
to
act
as
a
wit
harbor
one
afternoon,
anil
her
crew
bad
of the Board of Trade; in short he has
the conductor, affably, as he mounted I whene my new acquaintance ordered a to enlighten my ignorance as to the va ness of what might follows. So I went
As he spoke one of the boats was low
to his perch. ‘A tanner won’t either glass of brandy for me, and half a pint rious methods by which extraordinary down stairs to my landlady’s room, with ered and manned. It was pulled to tire lelt her, and, strangely she had vanished been qualifying himself for this new ser
morning without a soul on board vice in a strictly legitimate way, and the
break the Co., or make its fortune. of stout for himself. Not to be behind profits might be realized, without the the intention of getting either the worthy usual landing, whither we now repaired before
to get her under weigh. Such a marvel appointment will be all the more satis
I O .Y W
slightest risk of failure, by any one dame herself or her husband to act the to look at the strangers.
Y A N K E E You go to the police—that’s what you’ve hand, I ordered a couple of cigars.
had never been heard of before.
factory because he has never been known
I had never seen a wilder set of men.
‘Been in London long?’ asked my who, combing capital with brains, might part of chorus in my forthcoming little
got to do. All right, Joey ; go ahead.’
Towards noon, a number of natives in as an active politician.”
! The ’bus drove away, leaving the companion, as I was lighting my weed. choose to appear before the world as an drama. Fortiinafely I found the old la Three were evidently New-Zealanders; canoes outside the harbor, saw, faraway,
and the .wind blowing open their gray becalmed oil the eastern seaboard, the litFew of the habitual dwellers in Lon-|young lady s ta n d in g -in t.he oiu-h Slip
Nqr^onjy a few months. Fresh importer of wines anil spirits. That dy’s son, who is a strapping sergeant in shirts,
disclosed, the most hideous tatoo ,'iR.schflttnfeC »:ll)Uh..l!ad_been stole!}, from
E y Among the many current Fenian
thfi, G,'£rds^ and who made no diffieultv
don have occasion to visit the City less put down her vail to hide her eyes, and troth tlie country .
At the risk of being thought imper Tracy were several deg’ree’s'on the shady
We found Tracy still soundly asleep, ui‘ Lue'^Jrty, with their thick beards, fresh breeze sprung up, and the vessel
frequently than I have. I have never Iwas turning sadly away when our conlars
of a conspiracy to destroy the Atlan
side
of
honesty
might
have
at
once
with
his
head
on
the
table.
From
this
brown faces, and attenuated forms, re was carried out of sight. As the natives
set foot inside the mansion of the Old j ductor leaped nimbly down, ran back tinent, may I just inquire to what par
have been predicted from the character | posture I gently raised him, and laid him minded me of prisoners just escaped were paddling shoreward one of them tic Cable, and are taking precautions ac
Lady of Threadneedle Street in m y i to her, said a few -words, and was on ticular line of business your talents are of
cordingly.
the man ; but lie certainly had a very back iu an easy-ehair in which he was from some dreary dungeon.
suddenly uttered an exclamation and
life. To me the Stock Exchange is a i his perch again in less than two inin- devoted ?’
My next proceeding was to in
You look as if you’d had a hard time pointed downward ! He was directly over
‘To no line at all just at present.— neat way of wrapping up and labelin sitting.
complete terra incognita. Of the thous- ' utes. ‘Thought it best to give the poor
sinuate
my
hand
into
each
ot'
his
pockets,
of
it,
shipmates,’
remarked
a
stout
little
the spot where the Witchcraft had an The following jeu d’esprit treats of the
and-and-one different methods of coin-i young creatuie my number,’ he re The fact is,’ I added, lowering my voice his “ tricks of trade” so as to make them one after the other, in search of the miss fellow, with a plump, round face address chored, and now, far down under the marriage of a Mr. Hanks and Miss Deal:
in" money, as practiced by merchants, \ marked confidentially to me, ‘and the to the proper confidential tone, ‘I had look as much like a genuine article as ing diamond. I found the young lady’s ing the new arrivals.
water, lying on her beam ends he beheld
Friend Hanks,
purse, but the ring was not in it; I also
Ay, ay, rough weather outside? was the brig plainly revealed to his eagle
bankers, brokers, and that countless j address of our secretary, in case of any a little money left me about a year ago, possible.
Some thanks.
His exhortation and his third tum found a number ot pawnbroker’s dupli the reply; ‘and? in a lower voice, ‘Old aze.
And less of pranks,
army which flocks City-ward every week-1think turning up. But that ain’t likely and I am up in Loudon looking out for
Nick
himself
for
a
captain?
cates,but
none
of
them
having
reference
to
Without
Just as this discovery was made known
day morning from nine till eleven, I ]you know, Sir. Ah, it was that fishy- a sound business investment. But I’ve bler came to an end together.
A doubt
‘What’s the name of your vessel?’
‘Have you ever been in the United the object of which I was in search. Here,
to those on shoic, the boy Thane, ot
You
should feel,
know absolutely nothing. Neither, to lookiug cove, you may depend upon it.’ met with nothing to my liking so far ;
‘The Witchcraft?
too, was my pencil-case, which, together
whom I have already spoken, was seen
Are due
I was detained in the City till five in fact, I’m getting tired of town, and States?’ I suddenly asked.
the best of my belief, has the Money
with the stolen purse, I did not fail to ap ‘And your captain’s?’
to crawl from uuder an old cask not far
As true,
‘Never,
sir.
As
a
patriotic
English
have
half
a
mind
to
go
back
home
and
‘Wynd?
propriate. One after the other I searched
Article of the Times ever been read by o’clock. At that hour I set off west
As she brought you
from the landing.
man my love of travel never took me all the pockets I could find, but still the
What alt
‘Phew!’ whistled Burke, turning to me.
me from beginning to end. Yet, not ward, with the intention of walking take my money with me.’
Have they all gone?’ he inquired,
Will call
I could see the old scamp’s eyes so far from home.’
‘I wouldn’t sail under that man for for glancing round him with a terrified air.
ring was uot forthcoming, and I began to
withstanding all this, it has so hap home, rain had ceased hours ago, and
A good Deal .
ty
dollars
a
week.
I
have
heard
of
him—
fear
that
he
had
already
disposed
of
it,
in
‘Then
you
never
tasted
any
of
those
brighten
as
he
drank
in
my
words
‘Who? Who?’ inquired several voices.
pened that, on certain rare occasions, a fresh breeze was now blowing ; over
delicious drinks which, under various which case it was probably lost beyond one of the biggest tyrants that ever trod
Then in a tew words the lad told his Absence of Mind.—Talking of ab
I have been compelled by ‘urgent pri the murkey City roofs the moon was eagerly.
recovery. My friend the sergeant, seeing a quarter-deck ; that is, if it is the same story.
strange
names,
are
so
popular
among
‘My
dear
young
friend,
if
you
will
sence of mind (said the Rev. Sidney
rising
in
an
unclouded
sky,
and
all
the
vate affairs’ to join the throng of City
my perplexity, suggested that the ring Wynd that I used to know?
‘I mean the crew of tho Witchcraft?
bees for a few hours, and wing my way shops were ablaze with light. My rooms allow me to call you so,’ he began, in the Yankees?’
was perhaps sewn up inside the lining of Another boat was now seen leaving the said he. They killed the captain, who Smith,) the oddest instance happened to
‘Once
more
a
negative
must
be
my
his coat or waiscoat. Acting on this hint brig. As it struck the landing and the was a good man, while we were at sea, me once in forgetting my own name. I
eastward with the swarm. At such were in a'street leading out of Oxford blandly persuasive accents, ‘let me
knocked at a door in Loudon, and asked
times 1 have generally chosen to sur S treet; but having one or two calls to counsel you to do nothing rashly. There answer. But my dear young friend, if I felt all over the lining of his coat, but men sprang out Burke touched one of and threw his body overboard. They if
Mrs. B. was at home. ‘Yes, sir; pray
vey mankind from the box-seat of an make, I chose this evening to go round are thousands of excellent investments you will only decide to lay out your without scccess; but on coining to his them—a tall, dark featured sailor—upon then went into the port of San Carlos, what name shall I say? I looked in the
waiscoat I found something hard, over his shoulder.
where they sold the cargo for money. man’s face astonished—what name! Aye,
omnibus, as from a ‘coign of vantage’ by way of the Strand and Charing in London. Blit what you want is a capital in accordance with—’ ‘A mo which
The
man
started
back
as
if
struck
with
a
patch
of
wash
leather
had
been
not to be surpassed, aud hardly equaled, Cross. My calls all made, I turned up man at your back who knows all the ment, if you please,’ I said. ‘Before carefully stitched. A few seconds sufficed a musket-ball, while big drops of perspir Being suspected, however,soon after they that is the question—what is my name?
had to put to sea in a hurry. Fearing I believe the man thought me triad; bnt
for any one who loves to watch the St. Martin’s Lane as my nearest way ins and outs of this great c ity ; who going into any further business details, to unrip the sewing, and there, wrapped ation came out on his brow.
pursuit, they crowded sail heavily, which
wonderful, ever-shifting panorama of home, and was walking carelessly along knows how to separate the wheat from what do you say to a change of tipple ? up carefully in cotton-wool and tissueHis strange behavior surprised Burke was the cause of our losing our spars it is literally true that during the space
that classic thoroughfare when, whom the chaff; and who can distinguish, al I think we have had enough of this paper, was a lady’s diamond ring. In si so much that he stood staring upon him just before we came into this port. The of two or three minutes I had no more
London life.
idea of who I was than if I had never ex
On one such occasion—now several should I see a little way in front of me, most as it were by instinct, a sound in stuff. Let me try whether I can not lent triumph I held it up on the tip of my without saying a word.
instant we anchored here, one of the men
brew you one of those delightful Ameri finger for the sergeant’s inspection.
‘Well!’ gasped the saitor, at length, scuttled the brig; and then all came isted. I did not know whether I was a
years ago—the morning was so intol staring intently into the window of a vestment from a rotten one.’
‘ Hurrah! that's jolly, and no mistake,’ wiping his brow with a great, red handker ashore, intending to wait till night, and dissenter or a layman; I felt as dull as
‘All very fine. But where is a green can drinks of which I spoke just now.
erably rainy that I was obliged to give jeweler’s shop, but the ‘fishy-looking
Steruhold or Hopkins. At last, to my
then steal some schooner and make off in
I bad the recipes for several of them shouted the Guardsman, witli a wave of chief. ‘What do you want?’
up all thought of my favorite perch cove’ of my friend the conductor! I horn like me to find such a man?’
‘O, nothing particular—only to ask you the dark. I managed to escape from ’em great relief, it flashed across me that I
pipe, “ How will Mr. Slyboots feel
The gesture with which my scampish from au uncle of mine who is captain his
aloft with the driver and content my recognized him in a moment, having
what is the Christian name of your cap as we moved to the landing in the middle was Sidney Smith. I heard also of a
when lie wakes up?”
clergyman who went jogging along the
self with the humbler position of an taken particular notice of him while friend bowed to me, and laid his hand of a liner.’
We were not lett long in doubt on that tain?
of the night, and hid myself under that
‘Just
as
you
like,
c/ier
ami—just
as
on
his
heart,
had
in
it
a
touch
of
the
‘William? was the hurried answer; eask, where I have remained ever since, road until he came to a turnpike. ‘What
inside. A t that time I was only tbree- he was my fellow passengers in the
point. Mr. Tracy began to yawn, and
is to pay?’ ‘Pay sir! for what?’ asked
you
like,’
he
said
;
‘though
I
don’t
think
sublime.
‘I
t
is
not
for
a
modest
man
and
the
speaker
moved
rapidly
on
after
and
pull
himself
together.
It
was
a
pe
and-twenty years old, and bad been in morning. Not that there was any
not daring to come out?
the turnpike man. ‘Why, for my horse,
I have to add that a cutter was sent in to be sure? ^Yonr horse, sir! what
London about a couple of years, hav thing either in his appearance or man like me to vaunt himself or his qualifi much improvement on this delicious culiarity of the narcotic I had given him his companions, as if not wishing to
answer
any
more
questions.
that
its
effect,
when
administered
in
small
pursuit of the mutineers, but neither horse? Here is no horse, sir? ‘No
ing been sent up from my far-off home, ners that made me suspicious of his cations, but I moi qui vous parle—have toddy is possible.’
doses, was of very short duration, and I
•It was not the same Wynd I alluded
in one of the northern counties, to at honesty, blit rather that he offered such lived in London all my life, aud I have
‘We can come back to it again, if the knew that Tracy's stupor would not last to, after all? said Burke. ‘His first name they nor tho schooner they had stolen, horse! God bless me!’ said' he suddenly
were discovered. It was the general looking down between his legs, ‘I thought
tend the classes of, aud to study uuder, a marked contrast io the respectable, not lived with my eyes shut. Although other does not prove to our liking,’ I above a half an hour at the most. To was Thomas.
opinion that they foundered at sea.
I was on horseback.”
a certain then famous analytical chem well-to-do-looking City men who made I am just now—why attempt to deny said.
A lad of thirteen—evidently cabin boy
assist his recovery I held a vial of strong
ist. On the morning to which I have up the rest of the passengers. He was it?—in some measure under a cloud, my
‘And not to be flouted for onr incon smelling salts under his nose, lie —who formed one of the crew of the last
A Hide in the Sewers of P a ris.
The importance of advertising in dull
just referred, after waiting twenty min- a thin,frouzy, disreputable looking man fortunes, I am proud to say, have not stancy,’ added Mr. Tracy, with a laugh. opened his eyes, sat lip, sneezed, aud boat, and had followed the men a short
distance, now turned and ran towards
But a few of the Americans who visit times is thus strongly put in tha New
utes in the rain, I was glad to find a ]dressed in a suit of rusty black, with a always been at their present low ebb. ‘So now for this Yankee nectar of yours. stared vacantly around.
*Good evening, governor,’ said the ser us. His face was very pale, aud we had Paris know of the opportunity which may York Tribune:
vacant place inside one of the numer- ' hat and boots that had been carefully My wife—she is dead now, poor erea- I grow thirsty by anticipation.’
geant. ‘You seem to have had quite a already noticed he trembled iu every be offered them to visit the very extensive
In the meantime, how are business men
ous City ’buses that passed the end of doctored,’ and might still do some fair- ture !—at one time kept her brougham
limb.
refreshing
little snooze.’
Two
large
tumblers
and
the
various
sewerage of Paris, and examine its sys to keep afloat? Prudence and economy
the street in which ijiv rooms were sit weather service, but which were ill-eal- and p a ir; and I bad a hunter down at ingredients required for my purpose
Mr. Tracy did not respond to this friend ‘What is the matter, boy?’ inquired tem. Receiving cards of invitation, we of
course are the two great lessons to be
Melton.
But
those
days
are
gone,
nev
uated. After having squeezed into my culated to stand the brunt of a rainy
were quickly got together ; last of all, I ly greeting. Ilir fingers were bnisy fum Burke, as he moved to meet the urchin. stationed ourselves near the tower of St. learned; but there is one part of these
place, and been well scowled at for my day. His mouth was that of an habit er to return. (Drink up, sir, and let went into my study; and after staying bling at his waiscoat, and next moment ‘What ails you ?’
Jacques, iu au iron trap door, and the lessons which in dull times is especially
‘The captain!’ he gasped; ‘the captain !’ parly were soon called upon to descend.
pains. T proceeded to take stock of my ual dram-drinker. His eyes were weak us have another glass.) I was ruined there about a couple of minutes, I went he started up with a tremendous oath,
lie cast a frightened glance over his Not knowing of the modus operandi of apt to be forgotten. Be sure ot one
companions in misery. We were elev and watery ; and bis high-ridged aqui in the year of the great panic. All the back, carrying with me a packet con and declared that he had been robbed.
shoulder
towards the tall, dark man, who gettin" into these regions below, we all thing; whatever you have to sell, there
‘
Of
what
have
you
been
robbed,
Mr.
more,
then,
am
I
fitted,
after
passing
en men and one woman. All of us line nose had au inflamed look about it
had turned, and was shouting to him to felt as if we were going to “ take a leap are many people ready to buy, even in
taining half a dozen powders done up Tracy?’ I asked.
through
such
a
bitter
experience,
to
fill
the most depressing seasons. Find them
men were more or less moist, and each suggestive of many a deep potation.
in differently-colored papers. The de ‘Of a valuable diamond ring, which, come on.
in the dark,” but what was our surprise
of us had a very damp umbrella. We His chin had evidently not felt a razor the part of a judicious Mentor to inex gree of knowledge I had laid claim to for better security, 1 had stitched up in
‘Well, what about the captain?’ inquir to find elegantly fitted up carriages, lighted out; show them your wares; persuade
them to buy of you rather than another.
ed Burke. ‘Has he ill-treated you?’
bad all put on our severe business air, for several days ; and the minute frag perienced youth with capital at his as a concocter of American drinks was the folds of my waistcoat.’
by lour large globe lamps on each corner. When buyers are reluctant, sellers must
‘Oh, no, but---- ’
and we were all more or less suspicious ments of straw and chaff which clung back. Sir, my humble services are by no means fictitious ; and I proceed ‘ Probably this purse also belongs to
These cars contain twelve persons each, be active. It is neither cheap nor sensiyours
to
command.’
The
tall
sailor
had
by
this
time
sprung
you?’ I said, holding up the article iu
of the company in which we found our to his dress, and were mixed up with
and there were five of them, making six
to sit still behind your counter and
to the side of the lad and grasped his ty persons, which is the limit of the sible
‘Well,’ I said, with a dubious ajr, ‘it ed to mix one after the most approved question.
selves ; aud—in consequence, perhaps, his unkempt hair, hinted at the style of
wait for tho bustle of trade to revive.
fashion, and ended by opening one of
lie changed color at once, and all the . arm.
number invited at one time. Of course When business is dull, that is the time to
of the badness of the weather—we were accommodation to which he had been is just possible that you might be able the colored papers and pouring the con defiance
seemed to ooze out of him as I I ‘Cotnc, Thane, no shirking? he cried, our ride was limited to the large tunnel, advertise. In the firstplace, that is when
all more than usually inclined to bully reduced during the preceding night. to put me up to a useful wrinkle or two. tents of it into the tumbler, and then kept my eyes fixed steadily on his.
fiercely. ‘Why are you stopping here?’ or main sewer, which is about twenty you most need to advertise; anil in the
the conductor, aud to poke him vicious Yet, with all this, the fellow carried a But in any case this is not the spot to offered the whole to Tracy.
And then he hurried along after his feet High aud fifteen wide. The cars run second, that is when people devote
*
That,
too, is my property,’ ho said,
discuss
such
matters.
Come
and
have
jaunty
little
cane,
which
he
swung
to
ly in the ribs with the ferrules of our
with a poor attempt at bravado; ‘ and I shipmates, who were now far ahead, drag on a six foot gauage track, and are push most time to reading the newspapers,
But the putting in of the powder had must ask you at once to explain how it g in g the lad with him.
and fro as though he had not a care in a bit of dinner with me at my rooms,
umbrellas.
ed on a down grade by two men for each and when your advertisement consquent‘What can be the meaning of all this?’ car.
But the twelfth Inside? Well she the world ; aud he had on a pair of dog and we can talk things over afterward evidently roused his suspicion, and with came into your posession.’
ly is most generally seen.
*Let me’first tell you how it came into !said Burke, turning to me with a puzzled The water sewrage or drain is below,
was a lady, young and nice-looking in skin gloves that would have looked styl with the assistance of a pipe and a tum a polite wave of the hand he refused the
air.
yours,’
I
said.
‘You
took
it
this
morning
proffered
tumbler.
‘After
you,
my
dear
bler.’
and
is
from
six
to
eight
feet
deep,
so
that
ish
if
they
had
not
been
quite
so
dirty.
to the bargain ; and enveloped with the
A Hard Hit .—Said an old preacher
‘The men from the Witchcraft have a boats can be towed all the way, and has
‘A bit of dinner, a pipe, aud a tum sir,’ be said. ‘I must really insist on out of a pocket of the young lady who strange'way
But was it be who took the young
prettiest air of unconsciousness that
“ Fellow-citizens, if you were
of actiug. I should judge
sat next to you in an omnibus. At that
enough to make quite a cur once:
told
that by going to the top of those stairs
was iu the company of eleven blocks of lady’s purse ? That was the question ; bler 1 Aa, ha ! I will attend you, my your imbibing the first tumbler your time it contained, besides a small sum of they were all bewitched! Hero comes down-grade
rent. We rode by this train of cars yonder,
self.
The
second
one
will
do
excellent
young
friend,
with
the
utmost
satisfac
pointing to a riekerty pair of
wood, rather than in that of as many and the oftener I looked at the man the
money, a diamond ring now in my cus another boat?
across Boulevard Sebastopol, to the head
ly well for me.’
tody, and which I mean to restore to its Sure enough, another boat was now of the Rue Rivoli, alongside of the pal stairs at the end of the church, you might
beings of flesh and blood, not quite un more inclined I felt to indorse the opin tion.’
your eternal salvation, I really
I bailed the first cab I could find, aud
susceptible, let us hope, to the charms ion of the ’bus conductor. A brown
‘As you please,’ I said with a shrug. owner to-morrow. Are you satisfied?’ seen to leave the brig, aud like the other, ace and Tuilleries’ gardens to the Place secure
‘ A lie! an infeanal lie!’ he said, with it was soon alongside the landing.
Concord, a distance of more than three hardly believe any of you would try it.
of female loveliness. I have no donbt, morocco purse, containing fifteen and we rattled off to my lodgings. No con With that I proceeded to drain the first
‘All hands come ashore?’ asked Burke, miles, where we disembarked into boats But let any man proclaim that there were
in my own mind, that if she bad trav sixpence in each, and a lady’s diamond versation took place while we were go tumbler, expressing by pantomine, as I an ay=rY stamP of the foot,
iu gold for you, and I'll be
addressing a fierce, wild-eyed, haggardsailed under the whole length of the five dollaas
there would be such a getting up
eled any length of lime in our company ring of the value of fifty guineas—not ing over the stones ; but in imagination did so, my appreciation of its excel-1 ‘ ^ouarewoZ satisfied? I said. ‘Such looking fellow, with a long black beard, and
Rue Royal, coming out by the side of the bound
I
saw
before
me
a
certain
sweet
.tearful
lence.
After
this
I
mixed
a
second
i
1
t.he
cas®>let
“s
adjourn
D
j®
n®
a^'
stairs
as
never
you did see.”
the mere fact of her presence would a bad morning’s work for a gentleman
. ,,
•i-i
i p
T
i cst police-station, and each tell his own decending to his breast, who was the first church of the Madeleine. All along this
face, and I felt more determined than tumbler,
have softened our manners, and have in reduced circumstances. In such
into which, as before, I poured story (0 t|lc inspector. For my part, I to leave the boat.
main channel are openings of trap doors
weaned us in some measure from that case, however, all the surmising in the ever to go through with the scheme, the contents of one of the colored p a-' am willing to bear the brunt of such a ‘Ay, ay!’ he answered briefly, scowling covered with gratings at the head ot each K 3*” A man who has no higher ambition than
perpetually dangle round the trail or a wo
touch-me-not boorishness, with which, world was of no avail. No one had wild and preposterous as it might have pers, and then handed the whole to proceeding. Are you ready to accom- upon liis questioner. Then he spoke to cross street, which are marked by the to
his crew in low hurried tones; after names of the streets on the side of the man, shows that somebody was born by mis
as a rule, all passengers by omnibns seen him take the purse, and so long as seemed at another time, which had Tracy. His lips having once touched pauy me?’
take. Any business is more respectable than
which,
all
hastened
up
the
street,
iu
the
tunnel.
By
this
means
complete
ventila
flashed
suddenly
across
my
brain
while
the glass, stuck there till it was empty.
love to cloak themselves. But, for he kept his own counsel he was safe
‘ Sold! most damnably sold!' cried same direction as that pursued by their
is termed loafing. A young man had bet
tion is secured. On the top of the tun what
ter sell clams by the pailful than hang round
tunately, or unfortunately, as the case from detection. The grand point was I was following the rascal by my side He gave a sigh of intense sat Tracy, Hinging up his clenched hands. shipmates.
nel are two large iron pipes through which public resorts, murdering time and his own
isfaction as he put down the glass. Am Then he turned aud picked up his hat
may be, journeys by omnibus are of to ascertain whether he really had the up St. Martin’s Lane.
By this time the shadows of twilight passes the fresh water supply for the city reputation. Very few need be idle anywhere
Having instructed ray landlady to brosia, by Jupiter!’ he exclaimed. ‘The and cane; then, facing me, he said: ‘You having gathered, my chum and I entered —one from the aqueducts and artesian and at any time, who have a faculty for work.
short duration, and our young lady ring or a pawnbroker’s duplicate for it
villain ! You have tricked me this time,
asked to be set down at the corner of about bis person. But bow to do this ? put down another cutlet, aud to send man who invented that tipple ought to but I’ll be revenged on you yet. Next our boarding bouse, which was only a few wells, the other from the water pumped Four-sevenths of mankind, however, take to
laziness and the sunny side of tilings, os natu
This was the problem that I kept out for one or t^ p extras, we ascended be immortalized by a statue of the time it will be my turn, and I advise you steps from the landing. Our room, being up from the river Seine.
Cheapside. Previously to this, how
whitest marble. I have no wish to be to beware?
in the third story, overlooked the harbor; There are also three lines of telegraph rally as dunners to impudence or teamsters to
ever, we bad stopped’ some half-dozen turning over aud over in my mind as I to my rooms.
profanity.
‘In the hope, my dear sir, that our thought presumptuous, but I can not
‘ If you are not out of this house iu and lightiug our pipes we were soon wires inclosed in lead pipes. It V3 well
times to let down and take up other cautiously followed up my man when he

• •

few days ago and have donned their new suit.
Masonic.—On Thursday last, a party went H3T The London Review says that at this
A Visit to the State P rison .
the rumsellers more, except that ol re
The “ Schoolm arm ” a t Home.
FRO M E U R O PE
time there is no country, no matter how em
pealing the whole law.”
On Mon<^ay> tlie -Oth inst., through the One is placed at blacksmithing, another in the from this city to attend the installation of offi barrassed or how poor, in which there is so
The following ib a verbatim et literatim copy
There has been talk, too, about “ the kindness of Warden Rice and the politeness wheelwright shop and the third in the boot and cers of Eureka Lodge, No. 84, at St. George, much pressing and painful poverty, so much London, Jan. 27.—The papers this of a letter received at this Post-office, without
so much misery as in England. Yet Eng
repeal of the cider clause,” but the ad and courtesy of Deputy Warden Amos P. shoe shop. We judge they do not like their new but before they reached that place,Eureka Lodge vice,
morning publish a letter from the Fenian signature.
e . F. FALES.
land is the richest country on the globe.
F r id a y , J a n u a r y 31, 1 8 6 8 .
dress just quoted from covers the whole Wood, we were shown through the prison and business, for they looked very cross. Last had, on account of the storm, postponed the 3 " New discoveries of rich silver and copper prisoner Burke, who was confined in the
Orland, Maine, MarCh 13the 1867.
house
of
detention
in
Clerkenwell
at
the
meeting
until
Friday
evening.
Those
that
had
week,
Mrs.
Elliott,
the
murderess,
once
sen
mines have been made in Chili.
question, when it disposes of this matter we append the following hasty notes of our
time of the explosion. Burke denies in i Doo for bid every purzon for harben Mary
The L egislature and the Temper
tenced to imprisonment for life, was pardoned to stay over were entertained by 8. II. Jackson
as iollows:
brief visit.
1 3 " What class of women are most apt to the most positive terms that he had any Jane Mink or truzten her on my Count if you
ance Question.
and his kind lady, who may rest assured tliat give tone to society? The belles.
by
the
Governor
and
liberated.
We
do
not
previous knowledge of the conspiracy, doo i wont pay it
“ Every intelligent man knows that We were first shown into the main building
The present position and feeling of the there has never been any “cider clause the sleeping department, every cell has its know on what ground she was discharged.— their kindness is appreciated and will long be re 3 ^ A negro delegate offered a resolution in aud declares that if any attempt was plez put tliiz np in your offerz for mee
Republican party in the Legislature with in the law, except that which permits the celler—or in other words they are all occupied. Mrs. Sweat, who, our readers will remember, membered. o n Friday evening the installation Georgia Convention to the effect that “ no man made to afford him an opportunity of EF A company from Portland are
woman, of either race, be allowed to inter making his escape, no intimation of such
reference to the laws relating to the liquor farmers who make it to sell it. The law We had hardly commenced our rounds, and poisoned her husband and was committed a lit took place at the Baptist meeting-house, which or
erecting a dam across the “Baisn” so called
marry, unless he or she the contracting party, purpose was ever conveyed to him.
as it is on this point has been in force
traffic appear to us to be embodied in the fifteen years, without any cause of com were just passing the first cell—as two bright tle more than a year ago, for six years, passes was packed full at an early hour, by the citi wants to.”
Dublin, Jan. 27.—A gun shop iu this in Hnrpswell, intending to erect mills the
her time in her cell, mending clothes. She is zens male and female, to many of whom it
question—“ How shall we act in this mat plaint. And the pretence than any eyes peeped out between the bars of No. 4, and
1 3 “ A Missoui i editor i f marks that while he city was entered by a party of men who coming season, and to improve this won
ry unhappy and time hangs very heavily on it was an interesting meeting as they had never makes no pretensions as a “skatist,” he believes succeeded in carying away nearly half a
ter so as best to promote the harmony change is necessary in this respect, is gazed appealingly upon us. They belonged to her hands. We think it would.
that he can fall down on the ice and get up ton of powder. The police immediately derful tidal water-power for manufactur
absurd. Cider is now allowed to be sold ‘Johnny Longfellow the Boy Burgler,’ who had
witnessed a public installation before.
without being told as often as any other man.
and strength of our party and secure its bv those who make it, and by all others,
got upon the track of the robbers and ing purposes. AU right; and the more
The enlargement of the Prison was under
The officers were installed by R. IF. E. E.
largest success in the next State and Na unless it is adulterated, or mixed, or oth that day arrived from Bangor with Warden taken in accordance with the provision made W orth an, D. D. G. M., and were as follows ; 3 “ White gunpowder is now manufactured have since arrested twelve persons upon Portland enterprise spreads itself the
Rice,
jifflinnv
is
a
bright
eyed,
light
haired
boy
in
France,
which
leaves
no
trace
in
the
guns.
suspicion ol being connected with the more will it bring into notoriety and use
tional campaign ?” In other words, the erwise rendered fit only for intoxicating
by the last legislature, and has been prosecuted
It is highly spoken of in military circles.
W hitney L ong, IF. M.
affair. All the men arrested are Fenians. Leathe & Gore’s Steam Refined Soap.
So the statute has always of only 16 summers—with a frank, cheerful
question of legislation upon the subject purposes.
•P. P. R obinson, S. IF.
3 * One of the New York papers, meaning
London, Jan. 27.—Letters from Paris
been understood; and if doubts are en countenance. Yet even at his young age he with vigor, and approaches completion. It was
to
illustrate
the
slippery
condition
of
the
side
of the liquor traffic this year is one of tertained that such is the proper construc
say that the reports of the perfects of
not possible to finish it before winter set in.
S. S. B icrmore, J. IF.
Fly, lingering moments, fly, O, fly !
walks of that city, said that people had to walk the departments in regard to tha state of
has seen considerable—and has been the sub
The plans for this enlargement are admirably
policy only, and every movement or ut tion, the Legislature can easily provide
I thirst, I pant, I long to try
W arren, B lake, Tr.
“ hipity-hop” lest they should go flipity-flop,”
ject of considerable newspaper talk, and tlm
public feeling on the army bill are quite
which is accurate if not elegant.
The bread, the cake, the chicken pie
terance in behalf of such legislation has that it shall be so construed as to allow the “ hero ” of four distinct escapes from jail. adapted to the purposes for which the appropri
S ewell W heeler, Sec.
unfavorable. They generally concur in
that my good wife lias made.
sale of cider by any one, unless it is
( 3 “ Peach trees are already iu blossom in stating that the announcement of the
Chas. G. Crocker, 5. D.
been a movement or utterance of politi proved to be intoxicating. No one could First from Augusta, then Alfred, and twice ation was made. The work upon it has been
Thns sung a jolly mechanic who for three
Florida,
aud
tomatoes
are
nearly
ripe
iu
the
adoption of the bill was received with long years had dined at a restaurant, but whose
J ohn P. S tover, J. D.
wish for more, unless he wishes to buy, from Ellsworth, the last time, by burning and well done and its completion will reflect much
cal expediency.
gardens.
manifestations of displeasure, and that wife had recently commenced using Herrick
Aaron G. H emmingway, Chap.
We do not approve of approaching any as cider, that which he is ashamed to call cutting a hole large enough to admit of his credit upon our State. We were much pleased
3 ~ Favorite game of blacksmiths—Old the measure is decidedly unpopular in Allen’s Gold Medal Saleratus. Try it, ve
with
many
matters
connected
with
the
prison,
J ames D. W eed , X. 5.
public question with these motives, but for by its proper name.”
egress. This was his last exploit for he was
lonely wives, it never fails to bring husbands
the departments.
while of others we possibly might suggest some
We
repeat,
then,
that
the
only
safe
and
W illiam D wyer, J. S.
home to their meals.
3 “ Au illicit distiller iu Chicago kept the
soon after re-captured and placed within the
as beyond all doubt, the chief anxiety
revenue officers awav by posting the sign “ small
improvement. As a general thing, the afFairs
E dward W. F arnham, Tyler.
which has been felt in political circles sensible course our legislators can take strong walls of the State Prison. He promi of the Institution are in a very satisfactory
pox” over his door."
lle p o rt of the Trustees and Super
to
keep
the
liquor
question
“out
of
poli
After the ceremonies, short speeches were
ses to lead a better life after he has served out
intendent of the R eform School.
A R hode I sland E mperor.—A corres
and expressed through our political pa
London. Jan. 28—Evening. Charles Kean,
state, and although for the past year its ex
There has been a change of adminis pondent of the Fall ltirer Xeics says that in
pers, upon this question, has been with tics” and prevent it from becoming an is his time. We trust he will have the aid of kind penses exceed its assets by something over made by Rev. J. It. Bowler of this city,and Rev the tragedian, died to-day; age 57.
1792
a colored man by the name of Newport,
Mr. Williams and Rev. A. G. Hemmingway of
sue to distract and divide the party next and benevolent hearts in so doing. As we
tration at the Reform School at West- who belonged
reference to its bearing upon party in.
to Henry Bowers, then a wealthy
$6000, a circumstance which has not occurred St. George. Afterwhich the Masons of Eureka
Wash ington Correspondence.
year, is to leave the prohibitory legisla
brooke since the last annual report. In merchant of Somerset,
R. I., was a sailor in
terests, we wish to suggest to our Repub tion just where the people have settled it. passed along we were particularly struck with before since Mr. Rice entered upon the duties Lodge with their ladies and invited guests re
March, Hon. George B. Barrows resigned one of his master's vessels.
Being in St. Dom
the fancy decorations of many of the cells.
W ashington D. C., Jan, 24th, 1868.
lican legislators what seem to us to be Gentlemen, let it alone. The friends of In one we noticed hanging all over the walls of his office—yet there are sufficient reasons pared to Mr. Fuller's Hall where a regular old D ear Gazette :—The past two weeks have the position of Superintendent and was ingo at the time of the insurrection, he left his
their plain course, and the only safe prohibition have not asked you to touch fancy and home pictures, work stands, on a for this excess. Prominent among them are fashioned supper was served to about two hun fairly inaugurated the New Y ear; what witli succeeded by Hon. E. W. Woodbury, of vessel and joined the insurgents. He was in
public receptions, levees, bal masqes, variety Sweden. The trustees speak encourag telligent, bold and reckless. Hailing as Jie
course they can pursue, if they wish to this law. No petitions have come up to miniture scale, carved and ornamental frames, the increased cost of subsistence, and the gen dred persons.
of amusements, the doings of Congress, carni ingly of the success of Mr. Woodbury did from the United States, the blacks saw in
keep out of their party any issue upon the State House asking for its repeal.— cut with a jack knife, etc., but however attractive eral stagnation of business and decline of The party from this city would also tender vals on ice, tlie preparation for Dickens and during the short time he has been at the him the man who would secure their freedom
and achieve their independence. On the cap
this subject which may distract or weak You cannot compete with the Democratic we were not disposed to be an inmate. Pass products. The Prison Inspectors are confident their thanks to Mr. Fuller, Mr. Whitehouse, general influx of strangers, Washington seems head of the institution.
not the city of a month ago. Hotels are over
The financial condition of the school is ture of Touissant L’Overture he was appointed
en it.
party in bidding for the votes of “P. L. ing rapidly along we come suddenly upon H ar that, under ordinary circumstances and busi Sir. Hall, Sir. Elwell and the Messrs. Long flowing and those innumerable sign9 of harder gratifying, a careful estimate showing a commander-in-chief, and Jan. 1, 1804, under
Last year the Legislature was asked to L.’s,” and if you try it you will only “beat ris, the murderer, a slight, merry looking mu ness good, the earnings of the Prison will be for courtesies received at their hands.
times, “ rooms to let with or without board," balance of $2,000 on the right side at the tlie name of Jean Jacques Dcssalanes, he was
enact certain amendments to the liquor the bush,” while your opponents “catch latto boy of only nineteen, with a small, round sufficient to pay its expense. The superior We were lately shown, by Mr. Joseph Green- are not so frequently seen. Tlie principle place expiration of the fiscal year on the 31st of proclaimed Emperor for life. He was assas
March next. There are no bills outstand sinated Oct. 14, 1806.
law of 1858, believed to be necessary to the bird.” You will follow the only wise black eye and a genteel mustache. We could management under the Warden is generally halgh, at E. R. Spear’s bookstore, a very fine of attraction and interest to the stranger is
A VISIT TO CONGRESS,
ing, as the Superintendent has introduced
the efficiency of the law by those who course if you take the position that this hardly believe that he, with that merry smile acknowledged. The discipline under the di eight day clock, presented to the Moses Web
T he W ar in China.—The rebels in China
where is the native born American who the cash plan in making purchases.
asked for them. These amendments question has been settled by the people looking about with his pleasant and innocent- rection of the gentlemanly Deputy Warden is ster Lodge of Vinalhaven, by the members of and
Last year was not a favorable one for have gained still another victory, and the con
has not been there but what hopes at some time
were asked for by hundreds of petitions and that the Republican party, as such, is looking face—could be a murderer, but such improving. He shares the duty, with the War Aurora and Rockland Masonic Lodges of this to gratify his desire to take an inside look at the agricultural operations, and consequent dition of the Emperor and the imperial cause
he critical. Before this last defeat he wa3
from all parts of the State, and by a con committed to no position and will make he is—and he is merely staying here below den, of managing the inside affairs and is city, who lately participated in opening that Representatives of free America; as “ distance ly there was a failure in the potato crop must
spoken of very highly by his associates, and by
lends enchantment to the view,” so it seems on the farm, though corn and hay yielded reported to be considering the propriety o f
Lodge.
vention representing thousands of the no issue upon it.
for in all probability after his year of “roZi
sending
to Europe for assistance, and unless he
to
correspondingly
enliven
tlie
imagination
of
an average harvest. An appropriation of
those having business with him. We suggest
friends of Prohibition. The Legislature
The new kiln, “ Cumming's Patent,” just those far away, who picture to themselves that $700 is asked to build an extension of the stays the tide of rebel success pretty soon his
tary is out his life will pay the forfeit of bis
a careful perusal of the Warden’s Report. It
government
is likely to be overthrown. The
august
and
dignified
assemblage,
the
Congress
barn, and a small appropriation for the Chinese are certainly
enacted those amendments, but submit The P ortlan d, B angor and M ach crime. There seems to be but little doubt that is clear and substantial, and exhibits the condi completed by George L. Snow, at the foot of
a persistent people, for
of the United States; could they but suddenly
he will be hung. The circumstances of h is case tion of the Prison in a very satisfactory man Pleasant street, produced the first day after wake from that dream Elysian, in the presence library is thought to be necessary. The this rebellion has been going on for many years,
ted them for ratification to a vote of the
ias Steam boat Co.
commencing to draw, 122 bbls. with green of that body political, surrounded as it is by well- Sunday School meets the hearty approval and thousands of live must have been sacrificed
are vividly impressed upon the mind of the peo ner.
people, in the same manner in which the
of
the
Trustees,
and
they
express
“
to
the
A X e w B o a t f o r th e I n s id e R o u te.
wood entirely. It is thought that this style of filled galleries, and not unfrequently with a ladies aud gentlemen of Portland, who upon either side. In a country so populous as
ple throughout the whole country, and we will
law itself had been submitted. The peo
China the loss of life is less severely felt than
About Town.
kiln will produce lime at a much less cost than good sprinkling of darker ebony than any found have participated in this labor of love, it would he in other countries, but no country
ple ratified the action of their legislalors
This Company now own two of the attempt no recital of them ; they are too atro
in R., their visions of dignity and order might
grateful
appreciation
of
their
services.”
those
now
in
use,
and
if
so,
no
doubt
it
will
be
can be so long engaged in war without suffering
cious
and
revolting
to
dwell
upon.
Leaving
disappear at night and some doubt as to wheth
by a majority of four-filths of the votes most important steamboat routes in the
“If the coat fits, put it on," as the fellow said
The Trustees object to the plan of in severely from it. The rebels seem recently to
er they beheld the makers of peace and law or
cast upon the question. So far this ques State, which already pay some returns to tliis part of the prison we entered the cook when he broke into Mr. Moffitt’s clothing store speedily adopted. Mr. Snow holds the patent the builders of the temple and the confusion denturing boys who are committed to have developed unusual strength,for this is the
for this section.
room which, with the late improvements has
tion would seem to be settled, and as the the stockholders, and which will eventu
of tongues. The past week, devoted to the re- the Reform School, which has hitherto third consecutive victory that has been re
been enlarged considerably, here we saw the a few nights ago. “ Yes, and particular fits,
for them, and three decisive victories
people had asked for these enactments ally return large dividends upon the in cooks briskly engaged in preparing good too,” said policeman McAllister, as he clapped W. J. Wood has just completed covering uiodling of the Supreme Court, re-instalment been in much favor. They hold that it ported
Beethoven Block with his patent cement and of Mr. Stanton, and discussion of the recon almost always results in abuse and injus must go a good way toward settling and end
and ratified them at the polls, there would vestments. This Company started their wholesome food for the prisoners, and it may his hand upon the unsuspecting thief, and hur
ing the contest.
struction
bill
has
been
unusually
interesting.
tice
to
the
boys
who
are
apprenticed.—
gravel roofing.
The debates on the latter, from both sides were They worked hard during the summer,
seem to be no ground for making an is enterprise two years ago, opening the be of interest to many to present the weekly ried him towards the “ Lock Up.”
VsT We are requested to announce that the spirited and exciting. Mr. Bingham in closing but when winter comes some means ol
tcF The New York Tribune very fairly
sue upon them against any party, and no important route between Portland and bill of fare—week in and week out. No one
Rides sometimes are dry affairs, but that of
the discussion was most eloquent and emphatic, getting rid of them is found.
claims that Grant's declining to hold the War
Fair
and
Levee
of
the
Free
Will
Baptist
Soci
excuse for any party to disturb these en Machiasport by placing upon it the fav will say that this is not a good bill.
his remarks exciting the admiration of the op
Department
by military force was one of the
last week, to the “ Bay View," was not of that ety is postponed to Tuesday, Feb. 11th.
The report of the Superintendent is
position, and not unfrequently eliciting out full of interest. It shows that there were most admirable examples of the subordination
actments, without an unmistakable de orite steamer City of Richmond, aud B reakfasts.—Brown Bread and Coft'ee.
nature. Out of some fourteen couple, we do
bursts
of
applause
from
the
galleries,
contrary
of
the
military
to tlie civil authority which the
Rev.
I.
S.
Kalloch
has
been
invited
by
the
mand from the people for such action. achieving a success entirely beyond gen Dinners.—Monday—Brown Bread and Beans. not hear of one of the party that came home
remaining in the institution on the 30th
State Legislative of Kansas to deliver an ad to the rules of the House, which were prompt of November, 171 boys, of whom 65 were history of America or the world affords. It
Has such a demand been made? We do eral anticipation. The business of this
ly suppressed by the ever watchful an;l smiling
also publishes the text of a “ rumored procla
Tuesday—Corn Beef, Potatoes and dry. It was very misty that night.
dress before that body, on the “ Life and Pub Speaker. Intense interest was manifest durin committed during the year. Ten of the mation ” by the President recommending Grant
not see how any person can pretend route continued to increase during the
Brown Bread.
Look out for snow slides I and be careful lie Services of Abraham Lincoln.”
the taking of the vote and when the bill was boys have escaped, and 53 discharged or to Congress as deserving of especial consider
that it has. The increased stringency of second season, and though the “ City of
Wednesday—Stewed Peas Brown where you hitch your horses. Since the last
declared as having passed the House by a vote apprenticed. Of the 1,047 who have ation. It is almost a transcript of the Presi
the liquor law, and its more effective Richmond” was at the time of her pur
Bread.
of 123 to 43, a smile of satisfaction was cast been inmates of the institution since its dent’s famous Hancock messsgc, the names
Item s: Ilom e-M ade an d Stolen.
fall of snow, a number of accidents, though
tlie direction of the malcontents, who with establishment, a little over two-thirds alone being changed.
grasp upon offenders, was of course high chase thought by many to be too large
Thursday — Fish, Potatoes and not of a serious nature, have occurred from
3 * Ohio has sowu a greater breadth of elongated faces made themselves buisy for the have been committed by the Supreme and
ly displeasing to those engaged in or con for the route, the increase of freight aud
Brown Bread.
snow falling from roofs of buildings on Main wheat than ever before.
time in examining private papers. Probably tlie Municipal Courts. The table showing
3 * There has been a steady increase
Friday—Stewed Beans and Brown street.
nected with the traffic, and a few of them travel must at no distant day require a
1 3 * Highway robberies are frequent and suc next thing on the docket will be the passing of the offences for which the prisoners have in the yield of the Pennsylvania oil wells
the “ White B ill” for the District, that became |<jeen committed is an interestin _ one, the since last June. The total production of
Bread.
who had voted with the Republican par still larger boat. Last year, as is known,
Sunday last came in with the toughest storm cessful in Ohio. The other night two ruffians a dead letter during the recess of Congress.
striking point of which is the preponder the region averages now about ten thous
Saturday—Soup and Brown Bread. of the season. The wind blew strong from the seized and robbed a peaceful gentleman near
ty withdrew and cast their votes with the the Company bought the wharves, store
It is said Hon. John Morrisy is tlie best be ance of larceny and other kindred crimes.
and barrels per day. Two hundred and
party which had made an issue on the houses and leases of the “Inside Line” be S uffers.—White Bread and Molasses.
northeast all day and the snow piled itself up Dayton of all lie bail. They secured four cents haved member in the House, owing perhaps to Considerably over one-half have been fifteen new wells are being dug.
temperance‘question and had come out tween Bangor and Portland and ran the Leaving this department we proceeded to promiscuously, most everywhere, reminding each, and the police tnink they can be traced by his very short speeches and the more quiet de committed for larceny proper. Truancy,
livery
of
them,
an
example
many
others
might
being “common runaways,” vagrancy
in its platform against the principle of “Milton Martin” through the season upon the wheelwright shop, passing in view of the us somewhat of the old-fashioned northeasters. the possession of so large a sum.
I nsurance.—An honorable business reputa
follow with credit. Probably Fernando Wood
prohibition. Thereupon there was the this route. We learn that a dividend of immense quarry. Nothing has been done of Probably some 8 inches of snow fellou a level. 3 " California is planting pine apples.
may be considered the second on the list from and malicious mischief, are respectively tion. based upon principles of equity and ac
late
in
getting
out
rock,
the
men
being
placed
the sober and penitent mood in which be re the offences which come next in order of commodation to all with whom they deal, and
Texas
lias
twenty-two
and
a
half
million
cry among timid Republicans that the Gper cent, has just been declared from
The house of Pillsbury Johnson was burned
ceived the reprimand from tlie Speaker, for his importance. A table is also appended,
party had lost votes by the recent legis the earnings of the Company upon last at mechanical business, which is much more to the ground on Thursday afternoon last.— acres of unimproved land.
intemperate language in denouncing Congress, showing the number of admissions from gained during an experience of more than four
3 “ Spain lias bad no insurrection for sever, and in tlie very quiet manner lie has conducted each country; another shows the nativity teen years, during which tlieir business lias
lation upon the liquor question, and that year’s business, which would have been profitable. To this quary, however, are we The fire caught while Mr. Johnson was tern
indebted for the location of the prison at
al
weeks,
but
efforts
are
iu
progress
which
it
is
himself since. But 'tis five o’clock and by of all committed; a third their ages, and been steadily increasing, is the best recommen
that legislation must be reversed to unite larger had not the “ Martin” required re Thomaston. Arriving at the wheelwright shop porarily absent from a room in which he was
to be supposed will result in a rising at no very unanimous consent Mr. Colfax brings his gav a fourth some tacts connected with the
at work. The building was a total loss, while
the full strength of the party upon na pairs several times during the season.
el forcibly down on the desk declaring the moral condition of the boys when re dation which can be offered to the public, to
w«! found the men busily engaged at all kinds
distant day.
House adjourned till another day. Observing ceived.
procure their insurance through the wella part of the furniture was saved. Mrs. John
tional issues.
The public have felt the want, during of jobs—commencing and finishing carriages
1 3 * Mr. Vallandigliam is said to console him as we come out that tlie small flags displayed
The boys in this institution are neither known agency of Messrs. E. II. 4 G. W. Coch
This cry was a false and mistaken one, the past season, of a first-class nipAfboat and sleighs, reparing old wagons, &c. Con son and one of the children were sick at the self with the reflection that although be was from the street ears are significant of a big time
allowed
to
grow
up
in
idleness
nor
ig
aud if our Republican legislators go to on the inside route, and with such a boat nected with this shop is the paint shop,both de time and had to be removed during a severe unsuccessful in achieving the coveted seat as once, wo take a car for that most popular re norance. During the past year forty of ran, Berry Block, Rockland. The Messrs.
meddling with the liquor question on po the Company’s earnings would have been partments employing about 35 men. Carriages southeast snow' storm. The house was insured senator, be was not called upon to pay out a sort for all here.
them have manufactured 40.000 pairs of Cochran have always aimed to he guided by
THE SKATING PARK.
I , h n » c t b « -Iiap shop; thirty ot mem entire justice and faithfulness to tlie compa
towards the expenses of the canvass.
litical grounds in consequence of it, they
^^^jy^s^ructed in the n est 01 manner and by for $2800 on a “ finishing risk,” in the Home dime
m
ie
re
uuuureus
are
wending
their
way
to
par
have furnished 5,000 chairs from the chair nies they represent, joined witli a strict regard
,i
... . . . ._ „»,,ks in Boston have about
^ ^ ^ f c ^ W f e W l n e d ‘;t’6’’p roc^e Vo?
m U l.l,
-----------------rn. —
ny of Messrs. E. H. & G. W. Cochran in this forty-two million dollars on deposit. There ticipate in the first carnival of the season. The shop, besides doing other work in that
party is opposed to our present prohibi
for the interest and protection of those whom
Park embraces about seven acres, enclosed
the coming season’s business, and it is satisfaction wherever used. In the blacksmith
and on the farm ; in the sewtory legislation as a matter of interest, for the interest, convenience and b usi. ph°P are 22 men, doing all kinds of work from city, and there was also an assurance of $300 was an increase of nearly half a million last by a substantial fence, and buildings for warm- department
rootn the garments for the whole they insure, and their success is an evidence
feeding and furnishing all the requisities school are made and repaired, and the that they enjoy the public confidence and ap
but do Republicans in the Legislature ness prosperity of all the towns on the tlie commonest to that requiring skill and on furniture and wearing apparel, in the same week.
John Bull made a mistake in arresting necessary for the enjoyment for a skate. On work in the dormitory and laundry, un preciation in consequence. They will continue
mean to run a race with the Democratic route that this design should be success thorough knowledge of its requirements. This company.
Francis Train, who will now be a greater this occasion many are in costume, represent- der the supervision af Miss Towle and to offer their customers every advantage that
party in bidding for the vote of the liquor fully accomplished. To enable them to shop in connection with the wheelwright and The dwelling house, when completed, would Geo.
a mixture of most ludicrous characters, in
nuisance
than ever. He would probably gladly
have been worth $4000, with the lot on which it
cluding the geniune yankee, ye gentle savage Miss Saunders is done by detachments of can be afforded by an agency doing business on
interest? We assure them that they nev purchase a suitable boat, the Company paint shop produces everything from the crude
stood. In consequence of the house being inconi- pay a large sum for tlie notoriety be has gained. and otiiers of nobler birth and station. Among the inmates. Eight boys are also em these, sound principles and representing the
er can succeed in this race, and we ask have determined to solicit additional sub material used about their work, even the steel
in the kitchen, which is under the
3 “ A negro man and woman at Orange many of its laughable occurrences I will men ployed
pleted, and the insurance being a finishing risk,
them to consider whether it will be good scriptions to their stock and a Committee wagon springs are manufactured here. We ob
tion but two, thinking some of your readers care of Mrs. Hilda B. Goodwin, while great majority of the best companies of New
it became necessary to refer the question of the Court nouse Va., refuse to be free, thinking it
others are made useful in the front England and New York.
“policy’’ to go just far enough to disaffect appointed by the Directors will shortly served in the paint shop, in his studio—“ a value of the property when destroyed to ap robbery that their masters should be deprived would like to compare notes with those who four
find ice such a novelty for sport. Richard the {itchen by Mrs. Dole, who has the charge
the temperance men, aud not far enough visit the several towns and cities on the prisoner artist” painting on canvass “ The Vir praisers, and the matter has been accordingly of their property without pay. Tlie man is a third, most gorgeusly attired, in trying to pass there. The brickyard is an important Quacks and Nostrums have so multiplied
within a few years, that we feel some delicacy
to please the opponents of prohibition ? route to receive such subscriptions. We gin and child,” engraved by Muerrillo. It submitted to Messrs. W. II. Glover and Elijah cook, the woman a seamstress, and both excel Charles the second, comes unexpecedly in con part of the industrial economy of the in
giving our influence to, or ill endorsing any
tact with Henry the first, who mistaking him school, and though the past year was very of them; hut if there is one thing in the whole
Will this tend to strengthen the party hope that the business men and capitalists struck us as being a very pretty painting and Walker, two of our prominent house-builders, lent serveuts.
for
his
mutual
friend
they
suddenly
embrace,
unfavorable
for
carrying
it
on
successful
as reflecting much credit on the prisoner's skill.
catalogue more deserving than another, we be
3 * A farmer of Schaghticoke, X. Y., was and with sueli repelling force as to cause each
for the next year’s campaign ? The Dem of Rockland will receive this committee
lieve it is Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
All his paintings are sold, the proceeds like the for investigation and appraisal.
asked for a “ lift” in his wagon, as lie was going to crack a mug of claret, test tlie softness of ly 480 thousand bricks have been manu
ocrats will be very glad to have the Re favorably and that they will assist to en proceed of other work, goes into the treasury.
factured there, at a net profit of $16,96.
home the other evening, by a portly and strap
ice and see a shower of meet-lie-liers, not Seventy boys are employed in the yard.
A Fact Worth Knowing.—Sheridan’s Cav
publicans meddle with this matter and sure the success of this enterprise, while In the blacksmith shop we noticed a United Rev. Mr. Holman will preach at his church ping female. He allowed her to get into bis the
alry Coudition Powders given occasionally to
by moonlight alone, but by the aid of a limited
thus bring disaffection into their ranks; at the same time they will be making States prisoner incarcerated for robbing the next Sabbbath evening to the firemen of the vehicle, but bis suspicions became excited, and quantity of kerosene and many friends of short The increasing demand for drain tile has sheep aud cattle, are of incalculable advantage.
led the Superintendent to give consider
city.
for the Democratic party is the party what can scarcely fail to prove a profit mails at So. Berwick, he and two others entered
dropping bis whip, he requested her to get out icquaintance, all generously provided by tlie able attention to its manufacture.
The Rubicon Passed.—Caesar passed the
Park managers. Leaving Richard aud Henry
which will gain all that can be gained by able investment. The terms of payment a country store in which, was the post office, Cannot some of our enterprising young men and pick it up. When she did so, he drove off to
The schools for the education of the Rubicon, to destroy the liberties of bis eountrv.
tlie tender mercies of the ground committee
James Pyle lias passed the bounds of all mod
organize a reading club in our city where all, rapidly, and on reaching home, examined a our attention is next directed to tlie Three boys will compare favorably, it is said, ern
such a reopening of tjie question, while
Saleratus makers, to destroy their poisonous
and
breaking
open
a
letter
abstracted
therefrom
will be easy, the subscriptions to be paid
the only sensible and safe course for the in four separate instalments, extending the sum of $300, for this they were given ten by small subscription might avail themselves muff which the presumed female had left ill the Graces, whose movements ara not worthy tlie with the common schools ot the State.— deceptions; and introduced his pure Saleratus,
They
are
graded
according
to
the
literary
to
save
the lives of thousands. Ask your grocer
wagon,
finding
in
it
a
revolver
and
a
dirk
knife.
name
they
bear.
Hans,
the
unmistakable
of the news from papers all over the country.
Republican party is to leave the question
over a period of ten months from the 1st years in prison, half of which time has been It certainly would be of great benefit and re 3 * A girl presenting herself for a situation counterpart of a Dutcli galliot of the line and qualifications of the pupils, without re for Pyle’s Saleratus.
as the people themselves have settled it.
gard
to
age.
They
are
two
in
number
not
less
than
a
224-pounder,
with
his
con
served.
Probably
if
the
sum
had
been
$10,of March.
sult in much advantage to those concerned. al a house “ where no Irish need apply,” iu an sort sandwitched between him and Fritz, a and are under the care of Mr. George W.
No exceptions can possibly be taken to tha
We have *not • heard it objected to the
The management of this Company has 000 the sentence would have been no more, the The Hall in the Snow building would be a swer to the question where she came from, said: flaxen haired and fearless youth of at least Woodbury, Miss F. A. Woodbury and use and miraculous effects of "Barrett’s Cel
present provisions of the prohibitory law
crime being the same.
ebrated
Hair Restorative.” It satisfies every
•Sure,
couldn’t
ye
persavc
by
me
aeciut
that
nineteen
winters,
and
whose
exquisite
propor
Miss Addie S. Libbey.
been such as to make it popular with the
body.
that they are wrong in principle, or tha1
Near by a snug little chapel furnishes a place capital place for any such thing, and can be is Frinch I am?”
tions may be likened unto an exeited larger
The moral and religious edticationof the
public, and the officers employed on its
fitted up at small expense.
Com.
beer
barrel,
perspiring
under
a
high
state
of
efahvbody has been injured by them. The
for Sunday worship, and also for a school in
inmates is carefully attended to by the “ Prevention is better than Cure” is an old
3 ” A bachelor editor, speaking of a conven
fervessence. Its a very simple tiling to skate if
boats have been efficient and trustworthy. which many have been taught to read and write.
friends of prohibition—the people who
Everybody in this community who are not tion of old maids to lie held in Little Rock, “ to you know how and your skates are not too Chaplain, Rev. A. II. Hillman, and by the adage, and must have been written before Coe’s
gain a true knowledge of the nature and at
It
is
a
matter
of
satisfaction
that
these
ladies and gentlemen frem Portland, who Dyspepsia Cure was discovered, for one bot
From here we pass to the boot and shoe shop sick have a very bad cold in their ’eds.
voted for the law—have not asked to
tributes of men” advises them that matrimony slippery and so thought Fritz and Hans, his have charge of the Sunday school. No tle has, in many instances, cured Dyspepsia in
have them changed. There has not been two routes are owned and managed in containing some twenty-three men. On enter Work will be resumed on the Methodist is the slioi test and safest road to the knowledge best half probably not thinking at all, and why death has occurred at the institution dur its worst form, whereas it would "take one a
they are in search of.
should she when s’-” was so well supported,
our own State, and we hope that the ing our eyes fell upon Thorn, the man slayer
life-time to learn to so live as to prevent this
ing the past year.
a single petition to the legislature for such
troublesome disease.
! 3 “ Capt. A. C. Milliken of Tremont, lias otherwise she wouK not have hastened to imi
Company will be successful in procuring of long ago. A tall, slim, sharp featured meeting house early in the spring.
a change. Why, then, this hot haste on
been appointed Light Keeper on Mt. Desert tate her more experienced sisters, by striking
a commodious and first-class boat for the
The new moon and the last fall of snow prom Rock.
out so boldly, but Hans and Fritz guide right
3 * At the annual meeting of the Knox Eminent men of Science have discovered that
the part of certain Republican represen inside route. We .learn that an arrange man, with smooth-combed, dark hair, with
and left, the crowd leaving space in all direc
ises a renewal of the merry sleigh-rides which
l 3 ~ We arc informed that Mr. Geo. It. Lan tions as they approach; the half way rest is Agricultural and Horticultural Society electricity and magnetism are developed in the
tatives to meddle with tuislaw? These ment is already partly made, and will a little gray just creeping in. His innocent,
everybody
enjoyed
so
much
a
few
weeks
ago.
caster lias sold bis fast trotting horse “Nevada,” safely reached and encouraged by success on a held in this city on Wednesday, Jan. 22, system from the iron in the blood. This ac
cheerful-looking countenance, passes itself off
men are acting from motives of policy—
counts lor the debility, low spirits and lack of
Messrs. J . It. Judkins and Ash Savage of
undoubtedly be fully consutnated, by for any other than a murderer’s. Twenty-four In the matter of sleigh-rides and evening en to
Waterville. The price paid is said to be $3000. first trial, they are eager for completing the cir the following officers were elected for the energy a person feels when this vital element
they think they are strengthening the par
becomes reduced. The Peruvian Svrup. a pro
which and express or steamboat train long years ago he was sentenced to be hung, tertainments Rockland is really gay; most 1 3 - The Belfast people held a levee for the cuit of tlie pond ; tlie start was a good one and ensuing year, viz;
ty, but we tell them that they are takiug
toxide ol' iron, supplies the blood with its iron
speed obtained more tiian anticipated,
will be run between Boston and Portland previous to which lie was placed in prison to every day finds an announcement for entertain benefit of the poor of that city, one evening last the
element and iu the only form in which it is pos
when,
from
too
much
self-assurance
on
the
President—Timothy
Williams.
the sure course to weaken it. As the
week, realizing quite a large sum. The receipts
sible for it to enter the circulation.
to connect with the boat, leaving Boston pass his year of solitary. The year has long ment the coming evening—after returning from being
part of Mrs. Hans, in endeavoring to 3kate on
upwards ol' $000.
Vice Presidents—N. A. Farwell, Nath'l
matter stands, the liquor question is not
and Portland at 6 o’clock P. M. Capt. ago passed and probably he will die a natural the ride of the day. We are glad of it. The | 3 ” Tlie genera] dispatches from Washing both sides of an obstruction at the same time,
“ H o w CAN YE HLOQM SO FRKSII AND FAIR?”
Alford,
T.
R.
Simonton,
Warren
Blake,
or
the
forgetfulness
of
her
feet
and
their
slip
at all an issue with the Republican party.
goes the old Scotch song, How? Why, those
Sturdivant, of Portland; and Mr. Cush death, for no Govenor has yet seen fit to exe more amusement the better these long winter ton report a curious overture on tlie part of tlie pery foundation, they suddenly tonnd her body
who show the bloom of health on their checks,
Temperance men in the recent election ing, of Camden, the committee referred cute his sentence. He is very anxious to re days and evenings.
King of the Feejce islands, looking to the eou- resulting in tlie elevation of those pedal ap C. J. Russell.
Plantation Bitters, which has the power of
of a treaty between that government
Trustees—Ebenezer Otis, Augustus Al take
have voted for Representatives who they to above, will probably be in this city the gain his freedom, and has published a letter A bloody outbreak occurred among “ ye suunnatiou
pendages in the twinkling of an eye, to the
fortifying the system against disease, aud ol'
and the United State’s.
regulating the digestive apparatus. Are vou
knew did not agree with them, but con first week in February.
narrating the trials and solitudes of his long l ’inters,” Tuesday last, and raged with unceas
J 3 ” They had a very heavy snow storm in immediate vicinity of flans’ bread-basket and den, B. W. Couuce, W. II. Meservey and dyspeptic,
weak, void of energy? Have you
such force as fo lay out him and Ills vrowe. John U. Cutting.
imprisonment and appealing to the generous ing fury for a “ right sm art’’ time, resulting in England two weeks ago, which blocked up all with
sidering the law settled by the popular
little or no appetite, headache, eoutiuucd lassi
the highways, considerably obstructed railway with Fritz beside them as suddenly and with
tude and d ep ressio n ol' s p irits? T ak e S. T .-----S ec reta ry— Ed win S prague.
vote, they felt that they could do so safe 3 * We learn that several attempts men and women of Maine to use their utmost bloody noses and bruised eyes. We are in travel, buried the hedges and fences and threat as little warning as if kicked by a nude and
1860---- X., and bloom and beauty will return.
Treasurer—Jeremiah Tolinnu.
ly. But if our Legislature repeals any were made at entering stores and offices influence towards his release. His letter, pub formed that similar scenes are of almost doily ened to prove detrimental to outlying cattle aud in as confused and promiscuous a heap as ever,
The Bitters have become a household friend.
pickeled herring, sourkrout, switzer-kase and
3w7
enactment that the friends of prohibition at Camden village last week. The count lished in the Democrat and Free Press last week occurrence in certain sections of the “ Pint.” sheep.
1 3 - The Empress Eugenie, at last accounts, limberger, woiss beer and larger, Rhine wine
have considered settled, and thus opens ing room of Messrs. Alden, Bachelder & is of his own composition and is interspersed A little more water in the boiler will prevent had
T iie Murder at Bennington, Ver S. D. & II. W. Smith's American Organs.
three thousand dresses. According to a and siltzerwater were seen at a carnival and
fashionable woman, it must be a delightful thing pronounced by all witnesses as the biggest mont.—The Rutland Herald gives the (—The Messrs. Smith are the oldest reed instru
the question anew, this question will in Co., was entered by raising the front with scriptural passages and poetical quotations. such “ bust ups.”
tiling on ice of the season. For recreation
to be an Empress.
ment manufacturers in Boston. They have
evitably come into the local and State window, a chest of tea disturbed and When he entered the prison he could neither
pleasure, there i9 nothing like a visit to our following account of the terrible homi from the first, striven to make as good work as
Fast
horses
are
all
the
go
in
this
vicinity,
as
3 ° Win. Dinsmore, now seventy-six years and
read
nor
write.
He
is
now
nearly
fifty
years
elections, and instead of gaining a few some taken, but fortunately no access
human
hands could prodnee. and have been
skating
Park,
and
when
the
next
carnival
comes
cide
which
occurred
at
Bennington,
Yt.,
of age. one day last week walked from Ells
wide awake for all valuable improvements in
E. R. T,
votes attached to the liquor interest, our gained to the money drawer. No knowl old and is employed in making and mending they are elsewhere throughout the country, worth to Harrington, a distance of thirty miles. oil' may I be there to see.
on last Wednesday ereniug, when Mrs. such instruments. They produce a great range
and
everybody
owning
a
horse,
claims
the
fast
clothes
for
the
prisoners.
Republican legislators will have disaffect edge has been gained of those involved
styles, varying in form and capacity, adapt
3 - The Farmington Chronicle wants to
3 * We saw 011 Saturday last at the Ellen Burke was shot by Paul M., her of
ing them to parlor, school, church or' hall, as
The Boot and Shoe establishment gives work est, o f course. To-morrow, Friday evening, know what the people in that section are to
ed thousands of their best friends.
husband, and fatally wounded;
may be desired. The many patents for im
in the crime.
Lermond.
a party of Ametures of this city, will try their drink. The wells and cisterns have given out— bookstore of E. R. Spear, two splendid
to
twenty-three
men
and
boys
and
they
produce
owned exclusively by these man
Our legislators should take a decided
and the State Constables have stopped all the copies ot the Iloly Bible, one of which
“ It appears that Mrs. B. has for some provements,
ufacturers, enable them to control the manufac
very fine work. We were shown some very hands in a drive from “ Corn Hill,” Warren, rum.
refused to live with her husband on ture
course in their treatment of this question.
of this jjeculinr Organ, so that 110 other
Spice.
has since been presented to E. E. Wort, time
to Union Block, Thomaston. The fastest horse
3
”
The
ancestor
of
Henry
A.
Wise
was
fine
boots
for
misses
and
ladies,
made
to
order
account
of
intolerable
severity,
and
that
reed
instrument
of whatever name or claim can
If the question of the law is to be con Our spicy man has drawn the fire of the
wins the oysters lor the party and invited sold for one hundred pounds of tobacco, to pay man, Past Master of Aurora Lodge. The she had recently petitioned for a divorce compare with them iu perfection. It is onlv
sidered settled, it not only should not be Kansas Journal man, who seems perfect and at very reasonable prices. From here we guests. We rather expect to be a guest. The his passage to America.
necessary to try them, to be satisfied of this,—
from
him,
though
she
had
not
yet
obtain
other
copy
was
presented
to
Enoch
Da
.iw;
repealed, but should not be “Zfnfcered” in ly willing to “ go back ” on his old State, proceeded to the new part of the prison—not following named horses are entered for the race. 3 “ In the Lewiston (Me.) Municipal Court vies, who for years has been its faithful ed it. Her course displeased Burke, and 1f. J/usical Journal.
yet finished—which will give a new hospital,
on Monday, Charles Ingalls of Auburn was
at various times since their seperation he
any way to impair its present efficiency. and but that we know him so well we
arraigned
on
a
warrant
charging
him
with
mix
Black
Wood,
bk.
m.
entered
by----Secretary.
They
were
presented
by
mem
M
agnolia
W
ater
.—
A
delightful
toilet
artiabout 50 new cells, besides lazy and punish
threatened to take her life. On Wed ele superior to Cologne, and at half the price.
Says the address of the State Temperance might conclude—by the line in parenthe ment cells. We went into one of the latter Cornelius Vanderbuilt, bk. g. entered bv___ ing poison with liquor seized at his store on the bers of that Lodge aud were truly gifts had
nesday evening he went to her residence,
Saturday preceding, with intent to kill the
Convention:—
sis—that he was equally so to his old (just out of curiosity) and the door was closed Shakespear,
by. m. entered by------- State Constables Waldron, Phillips and Smith. that the recipients must be proud of.
where he found her in company with two
N. M iggin, M. D.—Office in Wilson &
of her children. The latter he ordered \\ ■hite’s
“ It has been suggested, that the penal friends. We shall therefore take him to upon us. We could not see or hear anything. Scrigglesville,
bn. g. entered by-----1 3 “ Captain Rebrer, a coal dealer in Pitts
Block. Residence on Myrtle St.
out
of the room, saying that he wished to Office hours
ty be left “discretionary” with thecourts. mean that the Gazette man is not the in
field,
Pa.,
disappeared
two
months
ago,
and
in
j
y
Wo
are
requested
by
tlie
agent,
Four miles beat to sleigh, weight indifferent.
9 to 11 A. M„ 2 to 4 P. M.
The
walls
were
rough
and
bare—of
stone
and
telligence
was
received
on
Friday
that
lie
bad
speak with their mother. At this order Private consultation from 7 to 8 P. M.
But to this there are grave objections.
Hon.
M.
W.
Farwell,
to
announce
that
Owners
to
drive.
The
fastest
horse
to
win.
been murdered and bis body thrown into a coal
they retired, when, after exchanging a Dr. Wiggin gives special attention to the
The fact that the penalties are absolutely corrigible, but one open to council and brick, with stone floor—a very uninviting place, “ Go 1”
slope
five
hundred
feet
deep.
the
steamer
Katalidin
will
bo
withdrawn
few words with his wife, he deliberately treatment of diseases of the Lungs, Liver,
fixed by the statute, has been one ot its advice. Here is what he says :
and we could not see it. When a prisoner be
Owing to the breaking of the inlet pipe
most efficient features. There are no
“ We are pleased to see'that we have at last comes refractory, he is placed in one of these
1 3 - A Swiss named Ileisford lias addressed for a few weeks on Tuesday Fob. 11th. drew a revolver and fired at her lour times, Heart and Kidneys. Also, all diseases of
etiers to several European Governments and She will make two more round trips, go the shot first taking effect in her fore women and children. Consultation by
such degrees aud differences of guilt in got a little “ spice” into the Gazette. The peo cells, without bed, blanket or chair—his bed used to convey gas to the main bolder, at the letters
to our own, stating that he has discovered
liquor selling as in other crimes. It is ple af Rockland will thank us for this. But
gas house, our city has been deprived of this motive power which supersedes steam. He ing West on the day above named. She head, the second grazing her nose, the letter promptly attended to and medicine
third lodging in one of her hands, and the sent by mail, or the Dr. will visit patients
important that the actual penalties should alas ! the spice is tinctured with gall as gener and chair being the solid stone floor, and his article for over a fortnight; and on account asks
fifty millions francs for his secret.
will be put on again the ffr3t of March.
ally
happens
when
an
old
foggy
tries
his
hand
bed-clothes,
those
in
which
he
stands.
He
is
fourth entering her abdomen. Alter out of town. Dr. Wiggin is a graduate
be uniform throughout the State. To
3 ” Elder Adams writes that tlie Jaffa Col
have one penalty in one town, and a dif at it. You “ don’t have fever and ague, mos allowed to remain there just as long as he wish of the impossibility of procuring proper work ony.
committing the murderous act Burke sat
having rid itself of secessionists, is now in
3 * John S. Case, Esq., will please ac down iu the room with his wife and of the Homoeopathic Medical College of
ferent one in another, would bling the quitos, famines nor drouths," Why on earth es, which is until he “makes the right talk." men and material from Boston, the repairing a most
Philadelphia.
prosperous
condition.
Tell
it
not
in
should you ? You have troubles euough now
cept
our
thanks
for
various
Legislative
whole law into disrepute. And no one to
awaited the arrival of officers, who took
operations
have
been
delayed
till
within
a
few
Maine 1
drive all the “ young blood” that isn’t natu They sometimes stick it out a long time, but
will pretend that all the numerous magis rally
him
into
custody
and
lodged
him
in
tlie
documents.
days
past.
Repairs
are
now
being
rapidly
out of the State. What’s the when once out, their deportment is such there
3 “ A German emperor took for his motto,
M C A RD .
trates in the State having jurisdiction of use ofcongealed
county jail. He offered no resistance to
adding enough more to depopulate it ?
made and ’tis hoped that we shall have gas “ Better please one good man than a crowd of
The members of the Belfast Base Ball Club,
such cases, would use such discretion As to making
bad ones.”
the “ deacons what they should be after, that warrants the belief that they cherish
3 ” The Oxford Democrat says that on them, coolly stating that he had accom who recently visited Rockland, take this method
faithlully. It would introduce discord by precept and example," we remember one no pleasant recollection of the cold, dark walls. again by Wednesday next.
- Au Irish sailor once visited a city where Thursday, 20 ult., Mr. Amnii Bridges left his plished his purpose and that that was all ot expressing to the Lime Hoek Base Ball Club
and confusion into the administration of down there, (of course he has nothing to do The lazy cells are where the lazy ones arc The meeting of the Directors of tlie Knox b<?3 said,
“ they copper-bottomed the tops of home in Porter, and went into the woods for the he wanted. Both parties were in tolera of that city, their heart-felt thanks for the kind
the law, and in effect, would nullify the with the Gazette,') that was long since passed
their houses with sheet-lead.”
purpose of sawing timber^ He hnd cut down a bly good circumstances, Burke being the favors and hospitable treatment shown them
placed,
though
not
in
the
dark—yet
“
out
of
& Lincoln Railroad, to have been held at Wal
their stay, und we shall long reinember
amendments of last winter, and render the reach of any such mild agencies. How
tree and was sawing it oil' when the log rolled proprietor of a grocery and his wife being during
ItcsMr.
Slow
never
expresses
an
opinion—
them, aud our visit to their city with pleasure.
sight
and
sound.”
doboro’,
Wednesday,
was
postponed
to
meet
at
them worthless. However intended, no ever, we will try it on him next summer.”—
always carries it himself or puts it in a wheel and caught his leg and entirely crushed it be possessed of considerable real estate in
Per Order.
suggestion has been made that pleases Ottawa Journal.
The Bowdoinham Bank robbers arrived a Bath on Thursday next, the 6th of February. barrow.
low the knee.
her own right.’’
Belfast, January 21,1863.
Iw7

^ a tM a n h

S p r it e

A HOUSEHOLD WORD. THE BEST,
the only reliable, the cheapest. Try it. Mrs.
S. A. Ai.len' s I mproved (new style) H a ir
Restorer or Dressing, (in one bottle.) My
■wife and children prefer it. Every Druggist
n ils it. Price One Dollar.
two

SPE C IA L

N O TICES.

P ra c tic a l N avigation
A School for Practical Navigation has been formed
in connection with the Bangor Commercial College,
which will be in charge of CAPT. J AS. S I UART, a
Practical Navigator of long experience. The use
and adjustment of the Quadrant and Sextant will be
thoroughly taught, also the method of. obtaining ob
servations and time by means ol an artificial horizon.
Superior facilities and reasonable term s.
F or terms, See., address
W. A. W ILLIAM S, Secretary,
4w5
Bangor, Me.

B R ISTO L. L IN E .

DEATH S.

The steamers Bristol and Providence having been
withdrawn lor a few weeks, in order to renovate and
refit them, the Bristol Line will run two first-class
last propellers from Bristol, in connection with Bos
ton and Providence Railroad, exclusively for Freight.
Shippers are assured their goods will be delivered
with {promptness and despatch. Mark your goods
“ Bristol Line” Ship by Boston and Providence Rail
road. F or further Inform ation, stencils and receipts,
apply at Company’s Office, No. 3 Old State House,

In this city J a u . 26th, George A. Johuston, aged
21 years and 29 days.
In this city J a n . 25th, Alphonzo, son of Capt.
Ambrose and Martha Piukham , aged 18 years, 7
mouths and 20 days.
In this city J a n . 27th, M argaret, Sullivan, only
daughter of the late Timothy aud Ellen Sullivan,
aged 19 years aud 8 mouths.
lu this city J a n . 25th, Mrs.’.Charlotte, wife of
ips at an Abuer Ames, aged 68 years.
early day.
GEO. SHIVERICK,
In this city, J a n . 30, Ellen, daughter ot Capt. Wm.
Jbreignt
F reight Agent.
£„
and Eliza J . l'eatou, aged 15 years, 1 m outh aud 15
days.
J a n . 1C, 1868.
5tf
In this city, Jan . 25tli,{Mr. F reeman B. F a r w e i .i .,
aged 41 years. [Au extended notice will given next
week.]
In Camden, J a n 23, M argaret E., daughter of the
MASONIC HALL.
late Joshua and M argaret Y. Norwood, aged 22 years
1 m onth, 11 days.
In Searsmont, J a n . 20, Moses Milliken, aged 72
years and 7 mouths. [Cal. papers please copy.]
Stated Conclaves, 1st Monday of each month.
In Belmont, J a u . 18, Mr. Willis Fish, aged 68.
DR. C. N. GERMAINE, A’. C.
In Appletou, Jan . 24, Capt. Jam es Weed, aged 87.
J . R. BOW LER, Rccorder.
In Northport, J a u . 17, Mrs. Phedora Richards,
aged 25 years.
In Belfast J a n . 17, Mrs. Louise, wife of Jesse Rob
bins aged about 56 years.
In New Orleans, Dec. 16, Jam es Smith of Thomas
Stated Convocations, 1st Thursday in each mouth.
ton, aged 35 years, 9 months.
G. A. M ILLER, II. P.
if
In Mobile Ala., June 25, Jam es Francis Tarbox, of
C. It. M ALLARD, Secretary.
Thomaston, aged 44 years. [Portland aud Boston
papers please copy.]
In Ban Francisco, Dec. 7, ol paralysis, Seth Milli
The deceased was for many years a resident of
Stated Communications, 1st Wednesday of each ken.
Montville.
month.
S. M. BIRD, ir. .If.
ENOCH DAVIES, Secretary.1,
Rockland, June 1,1860.
21tf

3ST O " W

E . H . & G . W . C O C H R A N ’S

Insurance Agency
I

L o c k la n d , A le -

IS THE TIME TO BUY I

A N X U A l. 8 T A T E M K S T

THE GERM OF BEAUTY.

the burning of BEETHOVEN BLOCK, I
have permanently located and fitted up the
SINCE

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

contains over 100 tine Engravings and 500 pages, and
is the spiciest and cheapest war book published.—

Opposite Spear Block, foot of Park Street,

CAUTION.—Some of our Agents have taken ad
vantage of the great popularity aud large size of this
work to raise the price to $3 and $3.50 per copy. The
public are hereby notified that they have no right to
charge more than $2.50. Send for Circulars. Address
JONES BROTHERS & CO., Philadelphia, P a.
W H E NORTHERN MONTHLY, a high-toned LiteA rary Magazine; $3 a year. The Americen A gri
culturist sent one year free to new subscribers to
Northern Monthly. Office 37 P ark Row, N. Y. Sam
ple copy 25 cts.

-CLOSING o u r

AT

Charter Perpetual.

Fiah, Ate., &c.f
together with an increased assortment of best brand.*
ot

T H IR T Y D A Y S

$3,000,000 00
AltMER, the cheapest and best Farm er’s P a
Market Value.
per iu America. Only $1 a year. F or Premium list,
F lour, W . I. G oods, G roceries.
Real Estate unincumbered
$253,082 8 3
&c., address
JOHN TURNER, Rochester, N. Y.
Cash on hand and in Bank
250,782 71
All goods sold at said place will be cut free of charge
Cash lu the hands ot Agents and in
. Having a store better adapted to trade, I shall
W. II. PRIEST.
transit,
291,825 10
increase stock, with a view of doing more extended
TO O W N E R S O F H O R S E S ?
Rockland,
Jau
.
24,
1868.
6tf
United S tates Stocks of 1871 to 1874, 5
the Lotus , or the G erm of B euaty stands pre business.
per cent, semi-annual
221,100
housands of houses die yearly from
E can loan $200,000 on Farms In Henry and ad
Respectfully returning thanks and acknowledg
To the Judge o f Prolate in and fo r the Coun eminent, and it is one th a t is taking precedence of ments
United State Stocks ot 1881, 6 per cent,
Colic. Tins need not be. Dr. Tobias’ Venetian
joining counties in Illinois, of three times value
to friends, patrons and public for custom and
all others.
semi-annual
205,312 06
ty o f Knox.
Horse Liniment will positively cure every case,
ol loans, a t ten per ct., payable annually, free of charge,
It is unrivalled for the complexion, rendering it lavors, I will endeavor to|m erit its continuance.
United States Stocks 5-20’s, 6 per cent,
given when first taken. The cost is only one dollar.
a
t
place
of lender. We are responsible for titles
r p i I E Petition of MARY A . W ILLIAM S, Adminis- clear, transparent, and resplendent. The B loom of
semi-annual
317,250
Every owner of a horse should have a bottle in his
given
in security. When status ot U. S. Bonds is so
J_ tratrix on the estate of JO SEPH B. W ILLIAM S, the Lotus is a fashionable gem for toiled purposes.—
C. D. U L M ER .
United States Legal Tender 6 per cent.,
■table ready for use. I t is warranted superior to any
uncertain, and specie payment before m aturity of
late ot Thomaston, in the County of Knox, deceased, It removes tan, freckles, irritation, eruptions ol the
compound
iut.
notes
4,683
thing else tor the cure of Cuts, Wind Galls, Swellings,
Ioan certain, ten per ct. securities on the best land in
intestate, respectfully represents that the personal skin, and sunburn, im parting to it that delicate tint
Rockland, January 17, 1868.
5tf
Mortgage Bonds, (Railroad,) 6 per cent,
Sore Throat, Sprains, Bruises, Old Sores. Ac. This
the world is the safest investment for capital. For
estate of the deceased is not sufficient to pay the just and softness so much admired in female beauty.
semi-annual interest
190,500
Liniment is no new remedy. It has been used and
details and references address
debts and demands against the said estate by the sum
All delects of the skin, speedily disappear by its
Mortgage Bonds, (Railroad) 7 per cent,
approved of for 20 years by the first horsemen in the
BENNETT & VEEDER, Galva, Henry Co., 111.
le.
of
eight
hundred
dollars,
that
said
deceased
died
the Honorable, the Justices o f the Supreme J ohn
semi-annual interest
566,370
country. Given to’an over-driven horse, it acts like
L. B e n n e t t .
A l b e r t H. V e k d e r .
seized
and
possessed
of
certain
real
estate,
situate
iu
There
is
nothing
yet
discovered
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annual interest
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ing the same.
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dy by which he wasjeured of a lung affection and that growth of hair upon a bald head or beardless face,
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M. A. WILLIAM S.
Portland Bonds 6 per cent, semi-annual
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Medicine, that'secures a vegetable substitute lor m er
Seven tv-six pages; price 25 cents. Sent to any ad for Jam es River.
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SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 26th, ship Ontago, Thorn Hartford City Bonds, 6 per cent, semi
and her said husband, as a measure reasonable and
cury or calomel. They cure with astonishing rapidity dress. No money required until the book is received,
N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
proper, in accordance with law, conducive to domesannual interest
Liver Complaints. Kidney diseases, Irritation of the read, and fully approved. It is a perfect guide to the dike, N Y.
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HOLME’S HOLE—J a n 25,—Brig Manson, Capt Hartford City Scrip, 6 per cent, annual
stic harmony, for the good of the parties, and con
Bladder, Piles, Biliousness. Jaundice, Dyspepsia, sick or indisposed.
A t t e s t O . G. H a l l , Register.
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NO. 5, CUSTOM HOUSE BLOCK, UP STAIRS.
sistent with the peace and morality of society.
interest
Costiveness, Ladies’ Complaints, and all diseases in- , Address DR. S. S. FITCH, 25 Tremont street, Gilkey, from H avana for Boston which left this port
15 days ago, returned this morning, having been Hartford Town Bonds 6 per cent.aunual
MARY M. MORTIER DE FONTAINE.
dleating the necessity of a purgative medicine.
i Boston.
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Newport.
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years, and was always compelled to resort to injec nose and head permanently cured by the use of the Alice Thorndike, Snow, from Rockland; barque li A
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Term,
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t e r s & W illia m s ’ Patent “ Clothes-line and
there remains in his hands, personal property, not
tions, was relieved by one dose; and by taking 4 pills weli-known remedy,
Litchfield, Sleeper,do; sclis Louise Smith, Galveston ; Ohio Stock 6 per cent semi-annual in
January 8, 1868.
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necessary for the payment of debts and expenses of adMARY M. MORTIER DE FONTAINE vs. ALEX “ IlorseP Holders. No more knots to tie or untie in
each night, for one mouth, Avas restored to sound
Ralph Carleton, Perry, Rockluud.
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Clothes-lines. No more knots, lotips or buckles in
’strutiou, nor specifically bequeuthedas appears by
ANDER MORTIER DE FONTAINE.
health and regularity.
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Sleeper.
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............. .... according to ••
the will
••• off s a ij Gilchrist,
give notice to said libellee, of the pendency thereof, and practical inventions. N ew Y'ork L in e H o lder
from the bowels, liver, skin, spleen, bladder, &c., and Try it, lor it costs but 25c. For sale by all D ruggists;
Also cld 24th, sclis Montezuma, Badger, Bellast; Michigan Stock 6 per cent, semi-annual
so far as it directs and otherwise according to the
by publishing an attested copy of said libel and this Co., 82 Cedar S t., N. Y.
purge out all corrupt and acrimonious humors. A tew or send 35c to O. 1*. SEYMOUR & CO., Boston, and H attie Coombs, Ellis, Portland.
interest
provisions of the statute iu such case provided, and
order of Court thereon, three weeks successively in
days’ use of these pills will make the skin smooth,
NORFOLK, VA—Cld 22d, sch Emma Gregory, Wisconsin Stock 6 per cent, semi-annual
receive
a
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by
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A G E X T S W A N T E D for the “ Y'anthe Rockland Gazette, a paper published in Rockland,
i that said surplus consists of other property besides
clear, pure and healthy. They increase the appetite
Thorndike, N Y.
interest
kee Safety Pocket. Cannot be cut or pick
, money, lie therefore prays the court to order a speciin the county ot Knox, the last publication to be
and flesh.
New
York
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cent,
quarterly
j tic distribution of the same in proportion to the value By the BALE, now e llin g at a rer^/ low figure, at thirty days a t least before the second Tuesday ol" ed. Attached to any coat or vest in two minutes.
DOSE,—F or Regulating the liver, Stomach, Bowels I T C H ! 'iT C H t ”f " i I ’C h T h
interest
DISASTERS.
Weighs
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ozs. R ig h t s fo r Salk C h e a p . Sam
thereof, and that for this purpose the Judge may apMarch next, that he may then appear in our said
and promoting Digestion, One I’ill at night. For Ob
Stock 6 per cent, sem-auuual
Court, to be holdenat Rockland, in andlor the county ple Pocket, with Pocket Book, mailed free for $2.
■point one or more appraisers to value, and make such
S C R A T C H ! S C R A T C H !! S C H A T C H !!!
Sch Mary P atten, (ot Bangor) Cumnmigs, a t N Y Tennesee
stinate Diseases and Chronic Complaints, 4 to 6 every
interest
of Knox, aud show cause, if any he have why the prayer Circulars free.
i distribution.
24 hours. Price, 25 cents per box. Sold by Drug
from Bermuda, has been live days North H atteras Loaned on Bond or Mortgage
in from 10 to 48 hours.
T. S. LAMBORN, M arshalton, Pa.
ot said libelant should not be granted.
SAMUEL WATTS.
gists. Always ask lor Radway’s Pills. See Dr. Radwith strong NW gales; lost jlbboom, sprung main Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co. Scrip of
A ttest:—E . ( ’. BRETT. Clerk.
boom and split sails.
way’s Almanac for 186S.—R. R. R. sold by Druggists. W h r n lo u ' O in tn ir u t cures T lic I tc h .
1860
5,920
Honth Sure.—So money required in
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Rockland, January 24,186S.
2w0
Sch J Elliot, from Thomaston, w ith lime, arrived 630 Shares Hartford and New Haven
W h e a to n * O I n t (lien ( cures S a lt R lieu in .
| KNOX COUNTY—In Probate Court, hold a t Rock
advance.
Agents wanted everywhere to
3w5
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BRETT,
Clerk.
at Galveston 22d inst, on fire.
W h e a t o n ’ O i n t m e n t cures T e lle r *
j land, on the second Tuesday of January 1868.
Railroad Co. Stock
sell our Patent Everlasting Metalic Clothes-Lines.—
'*1293250
Rockland, Jau. 10, 1868.
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T h e If.-, in . h e E ast R iv e r .—There was an im
G R A C E ’S C E L E B R A T E D S A L V E .
Address Am. Wire Co., 162 Broadway, N. Y., or 16
W h e a t o n ’ O in tm e n t cures B a r b e m ’ I tc h . mense quantity ol ice in the East River Friday and 300 Shares Connecticut River Railroad
I On th e loregoing petition, Ordered, That notice
Co.
Stock
Dearborn
St.,
Chicago,
111.
be given, by publishing a copy thereof aud of this
From Mr. E. T u c k e r ,. Depot m aster a t Salisbury, [ \ y | lc n l
Saturday, and ferryboats and other vessels had con 119 Shares Boston and W orcester Rail
O in tm e n t cures O ld S o r e s.
Mass.
order, three weeks successively, prior to*the second
siderable difficulty in making their way through it.
road Co. Stock
18,326
Tuesday of February next, in the JiocMand Gazette,
“ I have been troubled for years with a bad hum or: W l i c a t o n ’w O in tm e n t cures E v e r y k in d
Y FIRST-RATE HORSE,
Brig H attie of Bangor from Martinique lor Balti 1250 Shares Cleveland and Toledo Rail
a newspaper printed in Rocklund, or by serving a
sometimes outwardly, an d ’ sometimes inwardly.—
o f H u m o r l i k e M a g ic .
more, ashore on Body Island, was hove astern sever
road Co. stock
63,125
copy of said petition and order upon all (persons in
Smart, sound and {perfectly
During the past summer it manifested itself more
3 C o r t l a n d t S t., N e w Y 6 r k ,
Price, 50 cents a box; by mail, 60 cents. Address al feet on the 20tli inst, with an ordinary tide. It 250 Shares Pittsburgh Ft. W . & Chicago
terested in sa d estate at least fourteen days before
than usaal outwardly, and I used your Salve. All
was expected that she would be towed off on the 22d.
It. It. Co. Stock
Manufacturers, Agents and Dealers in all varieies of
next term of said court, that all persons interested
well broken and kind.
signs ol it have since dissappeared, without affecting WEEKS & POTTER, No. 170 W ashington Street, About 80 hhds of sugar had been landed on the 20th.
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Philadelphia
&
ltuading
American Clocks. Sole agents for
may
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a
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ot
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me inwardly, Indicating, I think, the eradicating n a Boston, Mass.
Barque Wapella, (of Bath) from New Orleans for
Railroad
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Stock
T H O M A S C L O C K S.
at Rockland, aud show cause, it any, why ttie pray
ture of the Salve,”
W eight, 1100—Color, white
Liverpool, has been wrecked on the Welsh coast. 144 Shares Ceutral Ohio Railroad Co.
For sale by all Druggists.
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ot said petition should not be granted.
SETH. W. FOW LE, & SON, Boston Proprietors.
Only 3 of the crew saved. Captain aud mate lost.
Stock
N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
Sold by all Druggists, at 25 cts a box. Sent by mail
—age, 9 years. Price $300.
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wreck
of
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Henry
5o Shares Connecticut River Co. Stock
O.
for 35 cts.
Im3
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Leeds, on the I.' id g e Fence, has been postponed, and
A ttest:—O. G. 11A LI., Register.
3w 6
WM. II. WASHBURN,
Try a box of POLAND’S PLANTATION OINT will take place at Holmes’ Hole, 2Sth inst, oil the 100 Shares Citizens National Bank
THROUGH LINE TO CALIFORNIA,
Stock Waterbury, Conn.
Rockland, J a n . 10, 1868.
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MENT. The best Salve in the World. Take no arrival of steam er Helen Augusta, from New Bed- 5o Shares Stafford National Bank Stock
V ia I ’u n a m a o r N ic a r a g u a .
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COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
Rockport, Me.
lord.
Stufiord Springs, Conn.
other, but insist on having this.
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SAI 11.ING FROM NEW YORK
Key West, J a n 20—There is a hope th at the fire in 100 Shares New Britian N ational Bauk
December 5th, 1867.
JA n d I n v is o r a to r .
2m51*
F or sale by all Druggists and country dealers.
xdmiiiistrator on
the hold of sell Grace Clifton, lroni Rockland for New
D e e e m b e r o tli a n d
? JanuStock New Britian, Conn.
Orleans, may be smothered.
late of Rockland in said (
r y o t l i , l o t l i a n d 2 7 5 tli, a n d
D r . J . W . POLAND, M anufacturer.
200 Shares National Revere Bank Stock
ty, deceased, having presented his first account ot ad
J ? e l> r « a r y 1 5 t li a n d 2 o t l i .
Boston, Mass.
vitality, braces the Nerves, and quietly re
45* See Advertisement.
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allowance:
100 shares First National Bank, Stock
gulates the system. Sleeplessness, Irritability, Loss
W ith New Steamships ol the First class.
ORDERED, That notice thereof be given, thre
Boston, Mass.
ol Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Const ipatiou,
PASSAGE LOWER THAN BY ANY OTHER LINE.
weeks successively, lu the Uucklund Gazette, printed
EVERY TICKET DRAWS A PRIZE.
local W eakness, and a general’ failing of the mental
200 Shares B nk of the State of MisW h y S u ffe r f r o m S o re s!
iu Rocklund, in said County, that all i
F or further information address the undersigned at
souri Stock St. Louis, Mo.
and bodily functions, are the common indications of
5
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at
a
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Court,
to
be
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at
th e u s e o f the Arnica O intm ent you can
17 7 W e t S tr e e t, N e w Y o r k .
Nervous Disease. Dodd's Nervine and Invigorator is | W
50 Shares Merchants National Bank.
5 Cash Gifts
•*5,000
Rockland’, on the second Tuesday of February next,
(•cured. It lias releived thousands from
__________
D . N. CA R R IN G T O N . A g en t,
Stock, Louis, Mo.
a complete Specific for all these troubles. It is ulso
lo
“
"
“ l.CSJO
ami show cause, if any they have, why the s
.A tla n tic H a ll,
B U R N S, SCALDS, C H A P P E D H A N D S,
the best, as it is also the most agreeable
50 Shares M erchants Banks Stock St.
account should not be allowed.
CUTS, S P R A IN S ,
’
'
,
Mo
3,500
, mouth or lips,
Remedy for Female Complaints i
N. T. TALBOT, Judg.
200
Share
Mechanics Bank Stock, S t.
j also a positive cure for infants’ sore mouth.
ry complaint of the skin. Try it, for it costs W ednesday E reiiin y, F ebru ary ii,
A true copy,—A ttest:—O. G. H a l l , Register.
Louis, Mo
ever offered to the public. Prostration of the Strength, but42
19,000
F o r s a le a t COOK’S
Hysteria—retain' d excessive, irregular or painful men- •
Farm ers ar.d Mechanics N a
Be sure and ask for
“
10
i'll IE Ladies of tin- Uiiiversalist Society will hold 220 Shares
ses—yield to its magic power.
tional Bank, Stock, Phil. Pa.
KNOX COUNTY'—In Court of Probate, held at Rock
30,800
Annual
Festival
in
Atlantic
Hall,
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Each
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to
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I I h I c ’h A r n ic a O in t m e n t ,
Shares Hartford National Bank,
land, on the second Tuesduy of January, 1868.
EVENING, February 5. Amoug the many 500 Stock,
“ 75 to 150
TO M O T H E R S.
H
anford,
Conn.
For sale by all druggists, or send .35 cts. to O. P. S ey  NESDAY
69,000
; Machi
attractions to be presented, will’he a
OBERT LONG, adm inistrator on the estate of
‘ 60 to 125
440 Shares Farmers Sc. Mechanics Ns
Mothers ' w»* also commend the NERVINE for use mour & Co., Boston, and receive a box by return
250 M
SAMUEL D1ZER, late o f St. George in
“ 25 to 200
tional Bank Stock, Hartford, Conn.
in the diseases, which afflict children while Teething, ' mail.
County, deceased, having presented his first ace 300 Fine Gold M
“ 75 to 300
» JL
. 10, 1867.
300 Shares Phu nix National Bank Stuck
Iv4
as certain to afford quick and greatful relief. The
of administration o t a u n t e a t ate for allow ance:
BOW ESt OF B EST!
750 Fine Silver
“ 30 to 50
Hartford
(
onn.
stupefiying Syrups, ol which opium is the principal
Fine Oil Paintii
ORDERED, That notice thereof be given, t
graving.--,
Silver ware
2i0 Shares S tate Bank Stock, Hartford,
ingredient, an- dangerous to life, im pair the func
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Ilackland
Gazette,
pri
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where in peace and repose, you can enjoy the brilliant
Conn.
tions of the stomach and bowels, and actually im
in Rockland, in said County, that all persons interest- Gold Jew elry, i
lued :
aud changing
pread out like a Panoram a be 150 Shares Connecticut River Banking
spread
pede the healthy growth of your offspring. To’ cure of popularity, without a competitor, and delyin
i-d, may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at
1 .0 9 0 ,0 0 0 D O L L A R S .
tore your eye
Co. Stock, Hartford, Conn.
Wind Colic, regulate the bowels, soften the gum s,aud ,
....
,
, . ..
. .
,
Rockland, on the second Tuesday of February next,
relieve pain, the NERVINE will always be luuntl safe j ‘-■ouipet.t.o.i, bound tu nourish as long as
140 Shares Aetna National Bank Stock,
ami -how cause, it any th e j have, why the said ac- A C h a n c e to draw ' a n y o f t h e a b o v e P r iz e s b y
(•onn.
and efficient.
T H E GOOD S H IP TRU TH
count should not be allowe
Z S 3 C S - O T ’T l . E S E ! :
p u r c h a s in g a S e a le d T i c k e t fo r 25 c ts.
200 Shares American National Bank
T. TALBOT, Judge.
spreads her sails, ornature producees fiery tinted hair,
Now selling for
D o n t U s e A. l i y t i l i n g ) E l s e !
I We have
C m
L
w
Stock, Hartford, (.'onn.
A true copy,—Attest:—O. G. H a l l , Register. 3w7 TICKETS describing each Prize are SEALED iu
or
Time
sheds
its
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spray
on
human
heads,
Laden
with
beauty
and
blazing
with
splendor.
He
200
Shares
City
National
Bank
Stock.
AST Dodd's Nervine contains no OPIUM or otlie
w
w w
Envelopes and thoroughly mixed. Un receipt of 25
Hartford,
Conn.
who purchases of its Eruit may gain therefrom a
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
21,600
cents, a Scaled Ticket will be draw n, without choice,
KNOX
COUNTY'—In
Court
of
Probate,
held
ut
Rock
CHRISTADORO'S
HAIR
DYE,
Rich Prize.
Price One Dollar per bottle.
100 Shares First National Bank Stock,
and delivered at our oflice, or sent bv mail to any ad
NEW ENGLAND
N Y STATE
land, on the second Tuesday of January, 186b.
Hartford, Conn.
Tables will be bountifully spread with the usual
16,000
dress. The prize named upon it will be delivered to
wins “golden opinions lroni allf sorts of people,” and
B. H. STORER & Co., Proprietors,
Refreshments, Cakes, Ice Cream, Hot Coffee, &c.
AMUEL WATTS, adniinintrator, with will annex the tick, t-liolder on payment ot O N E D O L L A R .
100 Shares ( 'barter Oak National BunkN Y C TY
lv40
No. 75 Fulton-street, New York.
can never “ go by the board” while It Is desirable by
The whole to conclude with a SOCIAL DANCE.
Stock, Hartford. Conn,
e d , o .. .he estuteot LEVI B.GiLC11 RI.VT, latcof Prices will be immediately tent to my address, us re
LAND
12,500
Thomustou, in said County, deceased, huving presentquested, by express or return mail.
100 Shares National Exchange Bank
man or woman to be comely. M anufactured by J . Music by the ROCKLAND QUADRILLE BAND.
OH O
ND ANA
LL NO
M CH GAN
ed his second account of admiuistrution ol said es
ADMISSION 25 cents. Doors open at 6* . o’clock
Stock, Hartford,C onn.
N. € . F L E T C H E R ,
6,000
CHRISTADORO, GS Maideu Lane, New York.— Duncing
Y ou w i l l k n o w w lin t yom * P r i z e ■« b e
S IM O N T O N B R O T H E R S .
tate lor allowance:
W CON N
OWA
400Shares American Exchange National
to commence at 11 o'clock.
O
R D E R E D . That notice thereof he given, three weeks fo r e TOM p a y fo r i f . A a y P r i z e m a y be e x 
Sold by all Druggists. Applied by all Hair Dressers.
Bank Stock, N. Y. City
45,000
KAN A M NNE OTA
NEBRA KA
D r u g g i s t & A p o t h e c a r y , November 28th, 1867.
4w50
successively, in the Rockland GVue/fc, printed in Rock c h a n g e d fo r a n o t h e r of th e m m io v a lu e .
300 Shares Bank o f America Stock, N.
Rockland, J a n . 10, 1868.
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land, in said (. ouuty, that all persons interested may i f f N o B lanliM .
Y. City
OPPO SITE BAY VIEW HOUSE,
attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Rocklund, oh
800 Shares National Broadway Bauk
ddress to
QiF Our Patrons can depend on fair dealing.
REL G OUS NEW A ER
the second Tuesday of February next, and show
Stock, N. Y. City
tated whose sufferin
ve been protracted lroin
C m
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R E F E R E N C E S.
CAM DEN, Me.
cause, if any they have, why the said account should
National Butchers and Droi s require prompt trea t
hidden causes, ami whosi
A
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economical Oil in the Market. Also the Origi 800JShares
not be allow'd.
ers Bank Stock, N. Y. City
ment to rentierexistence desirable. If you are suffer nal and Genuine Excelsior Oil, always for sale by
91f
Tiie following persons have lately drawn valuable
February, 14,1866.
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N.T. TALBOT, Judge.
100 Shares Hanover Bank Stock, N. Y.
ing or have suffered from involuntary discharges,
prizes from this company and kindly perm itted tiie
E. W. SHAW & CO., Spear Block
C
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A
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what
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health
?
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Rockland J a n . 31, 1868.
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Do you feel weak, debilitated, easily tired f Does a
100 National City Bank Stock., N. Y.
J . II. Milnor, 368 Sixth Avenue, N. Y., $1000; Mrs
F This is decidedly the best and greatest labor-saving little
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extra exertion produce palpitat’iou ot the heart <
C. H . K N O W L T O N ,
21,000
Soap in the world. It is made upon a new principle Does your iiver, or urinary organs, or your kidneys,
KNOX COUNTY—In Court ot Pobate, held at Rock E. Collins, 75 Nelson Place, N. Y., $500; Miss C.
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and warranted to give entire satisfaction. One pound ■_
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land,
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the
second
Tuesday
ot
January,
1868.
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Stock N. Y. City
urine sometimes
59,000
New Haven, Gold Watch, $250; Robert Furman,
o t it Will go as far a- fhree ol any other family soap. I f"?!"1*
“u'
“™t r ; it r'
100 Shares National Bank of the Com
AMES SW EETLAND, executor of the last will Duduque, Sewing Machine, $100; Henry McCallum, "AYTOULD inform his friend* th at owing to his suraon settling? Or
Chothes need no boiling, very little hand rubbing, no I ldoes
“lck» 1thick
‘."J ’ scum rise
N ’ to the
.. top ! Or
YT inary ejection from Beethoven Block he lias
is a sediment
monwealth Stock N. Y.Citv,
and testanieut of THOMAS MARTIN, late of Louisville Ky., &500; Col. T. I. Ransom, Washington
to be sold by the gallon, bv
10,800
washboard required. Over two hnudred thousand at theabottom
after it 1ms stood awhile
South Thomaston in said County, deceased, havingD. C., Musical Box $150; L. H. Knapp, 36 Fourteenth changed his busiuess location to the
300 Shares Importers and 'Traders NaE. W. SH A W '& CO., Spear Block.
families are now using it.
spells ot short breathing or dyspep; ia < Are
esented his third account o f adm inistration ot the Street, N. Y., Piano, $500; G. U . Benedict, New Or
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31,
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F or sale by dealers everywhere.
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4 0 Pa k R ow N Y
itipu
bowels constipu!atc«l
( Do you have spells ot l'aiut100 Shares Mercantile National B ank
tate of said deceased lor allowance :
leans,
Gold
Watch,
$200;
W.
A.
Barnes,
A
tlanta,
Manufactured only by
Stock N. Y. City
ing or rustles of blood to the head i s your memory
O r d e re d , That notice thereof be given, three Ga., $500; R. H. Sutton, Nashville, Teun., Melodeon
11,500
ATLANTIC HALL BLOCK, east side of
McKEONE. VAN IIAAGEN & CO.,
impaired < Is your mind
eeks successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed $150; Edward Dayton, Mobile, Ala., Diamond Clus Adjoining
stantly dwelling upon
200 Shares Market National Bank Stock
H
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Philadelphia aud New York.
N.Y
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this subject i Do you leel dull, listless, moping, tired
i Rockland, iu said County, th at all persons interest ter Ring, $350; S. Payne, Burlington, Yt., $100
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former friends and patrons.
November 18„ 1867.
Gn»50eow
of company, of lile < I)o you wish to be left alone, to
ed may attend at a l’robateCourt, to be held at Rock D. Ferris, Springfield 111., Diamond Pin, $200; Mrs. hisRockland,
1200 Shares Mechanics Bank Stock N . Y.
J a n . 10, 1868.
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get away lroin everybody f Does any little tiling
land, oil the second Tuesday of February next, and B. Wedgewood, Trenton, N. J ., $100; Tlios. Barrett,
City
make you start or jump t Is your sleep broken or
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said J r., 16 Cay Street, Baltimore, Sewing Machine, $75;
Ifo . 2.
200 Shares Merchant Exchange N ation
OMETH NG TRULY MER TOR OU —C m
restsess ? Is the lustre ol your eye as brilliant if The
petition should not be grauted.
al Bank Stock N. Y'. City
II. B. Ahrens, 34 Main, Buffalo, $100; W. N. Palmer,
11,000
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N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
bloom on your cheek as bright
Do you enjoy your
Metropolitan N ational Bauk
New Bedford, Mass., Gold Watch, $275; Miss C.
C
B
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E propose to sell DUCK, and MAFUFACTURE 500 Shares
self in society as w ell' Do you pursue your business
A true copy,—A ttest:—O. G. H ai . l , Register. 3v
Stock N. Y. City
Rowe, Ninth and Sansom Streets, Phila., Gold Watch,
66,000
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N E W OFFICE.
with the same energy? Do you leel as much confi V j SAILS this year o n T i m e .
1000 Shares M erchants Bank Stock, N.
$150; J . T. P ratt, Hicks Street, Brooklyn, $500; M.
w
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DR. J . H. SCHENCK, of Philadelphia, has opened an dence in yourself f Are your spirits dull and flagging,
Y. City
Bagg’s Hotel, Utica, $ 1,000; S. Cam58.500
N
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KNOX COUNTY'—In Court of Probate, held at Rock Cauldwell,
oflice on second floor of No. 35 Hasovku Street, Bos given to fits of melancholy ? If so. do not lay it to
( Successor to Crocker
Hunt,)
400 Shares Bank of the M anhatten Co.
meyer, Detroit Michigan, Gold Watch, $350; Mrs. D.
H
land, on the second Tuesday of January, 1868.
ton, where he will be professionally every WEDNES your liver or dyspepsia. Have you restless nights ? At a Discount from Boston Prices.
Stock N . Y. City
Crissey, Hartford, Conn., Silver Set, $150; A. Skultz,
■28,000
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DAY, from 9 to 3. Every person complainui
DEALER IN
Your back weak, your knees weak, avd have but lit
OBERT GAY, adm inistrator on the estate of Louisville, Kv., Diumoud Ring, $250; George Nasou,
300 Shares N assau’ Bank Stock N. Y.
V
D
it, is invited to call tle
sumption, or any disease leading
appetite, and you attribute this io dyspepsia or
All kinds of FLAGS and SAIL-M AKER’S Materi
JOHN WINCHENBACH, late of Friendship in 96 W arren Street, N. Y., $500; Mrs. T. Morris,
City
31.800
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_ j h im . H e g iv es advice fre but for a thorough examFLOU R OF A LL G RA D ES,
als furnished. Old Sails bought and sold.
said County, deceased, having presented his li»st ac
200 Shares North River Bank Stock, N.
Fourth Avenue, Cor. Fifteenth Street, N. Y., Piano,
w
luation with his Respiromeu the charge Is live dollars, liver complaint ?
count of adm inistration of said estate for allowance : $400. We publish no names without permission.
Now, reader, self-abuse, venereal diseases badly
Loft on J R a - ii R i n N V l i a i ’i ’, opposite Rankin
Y. City
Dr. Schenck can explain to patients
,.... . very
— correctly the
12.500
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O r d e r e d , That notice thereof be given three weeks
CORN AND M EAL,
stage of their disease, and how to use his medicines, cured, and sexual excesses, are all capable ot produc Block.
400 Shares Bank of New York Stock N.
O p iu io u x o f (h e P ren a.
namelv. his Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and Man ing a weakness of the generative organs. The organs
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in
Y. City
HU
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B
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55,200
Pork, Lard, Butter and Cheese;
G. F . «fc S. T . M U G R ID G E .
drake Pills without tiie use of the Respirometer; but or generation, when iu perfect health, make the man.
“
Musical
Festivals”
several
times
postponed,
com
Rockland,
in
said
County,
that
all
persons
interested
200 Shares Bauk of North America
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w
bv it he can tell exactly how far the lungs are gone,
Japan, Oolong and Souchong Teas ;
Did you ever think that those bold,defiant, energetic,
inuy attend at a Probate Court to be held at Rock pelling purchasers of tickets to wait months for the
Stock N. Y'. City
7tt
Rockland, January 28, 1868.
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21.800
aiid what part also: whether it is Tuberculous. Puluio- persevering, successful business-men are always those
land on the second Tuesday of February next, and distribution, lias impaired public confidence in such
200 Shares Nationul Bauk of Republic
w
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m
Java, Porto Cabello and R io Coffee;
narv Bronchial, or Dvspeptic Consumption, or whether whose generative organs are in perfect health ? You
show cause il any they have, why the said account affairs. Tiie only lair distribution, is t ii e old and
Stock N. Y. City
m
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M NN E CL TON
it is merely an ulcerated throat and catarrh, or from
Granulated, Coffee and Brown S ugars:
popular one of S ea led T ic k e t s , stating the prize,
hear such men complain ot being melancholy,
should not be allowed.
400 Shares Ocean Bank Stock N . Y. City
O D w N
N Y
Liver complaint.
W H IC H W IL L BE D E L IV E R E D IM M E D IA T E L Y , ON
N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
Porto Rico, Muscavado and Cuba Molasses ;
400 Shares People’s Bank Slock N. Y.
His medicines have full directions, so any one can of nervousness,of pnlpitationof the hoart. They
A true copy,—A ttest:—O. G. H ai . l , Register. 3w6 pay m en t op t h e one d o lla r . That is the plan Of
never afraid they cannot succeed iu business; they
City
take them without seeing him; but if they live near by.
REVOLUT OX 1 TRADE
Pure, Ground and Wliole Spices;
II. B arton & Co., at 599 Broadway, tiie most attrac
don’t become sad’ and discouraged; they are always
and are well enough, it is l»est to see him. All three of
500 Shares Phmnix National Bank Stock
4 D E S —You
m
Citron, C urrants and Raisins;
tive place ot tiie kind now in operation. They are
his medicines are required in nearly every case of lung
polite and pleasant in the company of laities, and look
N .Y . City
KNOX COUNTY—In Probate Court, held at Rock doing the largest business, and deserve their success
O VE O O Z L A H
disease, for it is impossible to cure Consumption unless
you and them right in the face—none ol your down
400 Shares Union National Bank X. Y,
Macaroni, Vermicilli and Corn Starch;
SH O ULD HAVE
land, ou the second Tuesday ol January, 1868.
the stomach and liver are kept In perfect order- To
You cannot draw a $100,000 farm there, but have a
M
A
D
w B m
cast looks or any other meanness about them. I do
City
Starch,
Salt,
Soap,
ret lungs in a healing condition the stomach must bp
G
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OSEPH O. COBB, adm inistrator on the estate of reasonable chance tor a good prize, as we know
not mean those who keep the organs inflamed by ru n 
200Shares Fourth National Bauk Stock.
cleans' d, and an appetite for good rich food created, so
ning to excess. These will not only ruin their consti
w
E
W
w
M
EBENEZER COBB,late of Union in said County, many that have been drawn, and the firm is reliable. and in fact every thing th a t can usually be found in a
N. Y. City
as to make good blood, before the lung, will begin to
first class grocery s to re; all ot which will be sold a t
tutions, hut also those they do business with or for.
m
w
deceased, having presented his first and filial account— Morning Advertiser, Oct. 25th, 1867.
150 Shares New Y'ork Life Insurance
heal: then the chills and night sweats will stop, and
I lie New York (Jilt Company are distributing many the Lowest Market prices.
w
How many men from badly-cured diseases, from the
of administration ot said estate for allowance :
the expectoration become free and easy.
and Trust Co. Stock, N. Y. City
33.75®
Thankful to my friends and the public generally for
w
D
m
effects Ql seif abuse and excesses, have brought about
O r d e r e d , That notice thereof be given, three weeks valuable prizes. We have examined their m aimer ot
He keeps a full supply of medicines ot his rooms,
150 Shares United States Trust Co. Stock
A
w
w
which can l»e had at all times.
that state or weakness in those organs that lias re
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed iu Rock doing business and know them to be a ea ir dealin g the liberal patronage bestowed ou tiie late firm, tiie
N. Y. City
24,(XX)
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic,each
firm.
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satisfactory
than
“
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hopes
by
constant
attention
to
the
busiduced the general system so much as to induce almost
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A
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land,
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that
all
persons
interested,
may
100 Shares Union Trust Co. Stock N. Y.
$1.50 per b«.tt le. or $7.50 the half dozen. Mandrake Pills,
tion
Festivals,”
as
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day,
and
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continuance
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same.
every other disease—idiocy, lunacy, paralysis, spinal
attend
at
a
Probate
Court,
to
be
held
at
Rockland,
on
CO
B
City
12,000
nb cents per box.
_ _
affections, suicide, and almost every other form ol
the second Tuesday of February next, and show subscriber need not pay for the prize 'draw n, unless
J . W . CROCKER.
A
A
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street, Bos
Get. 24th, 1867.)
disease which humanity is heir to, and the real cause
Total Assets,
NO. 1 ATLANTIC BLOCK, Cor. Main and Sea Sts.
$4,833,543 39 cause, if any they have, why the said account should suited.—(Gazette,
ton. General Wholesale Agents for the New England
The Gift establishm ent of II. Barton & Co. a t 599
ol the trouble scarcely ever suspected, and have doc
not be allowed.
Rocklaud, Nov. 7, 1867.
47tf
R w N
States. For sale by all druggists.
Broadway is daily attracting crowds of visitors to
tored tor all but the right one.
N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
Aggregate Amount at Risk
$201,309,713 00
Diseases of these organs require tlm use of a diu
A true copy—A tte s t:—0 . G. II all , Register. 3w6 witness the drawing process. The investment is but
Liabilities:—Losses unadjusted und
SUCH CASES
25 cents for the c h a n c e , and the prize drawn, if sat
ERRO R S OF YOUTH.
retic. HELMBOIJAS FLUID EXTRACT BUCHU
not due
465,248 65
M C
isfactory, is immediately delivered for one dollar. A
greut Diuretic, and is a certain cure lor diseases
A Gentleman who suffered lor years lroni Nervous oisf the
W
W
L. J . 1IENDEE, President.
KNOX COUNTY'.— In Court of Probate, held at lriend of ours last week, drew a $590 prize which lie
life
Bladder,
Kidneys,
Gravel,
Dropsy,
Organic
Debility, Prem ature Decay, qu<1 qll thp vll'ecls ot Weakness, Female Complaints, General Debility, and
C
w
Rockland, on the second Tuesday of January 1868. promptly received.—(Transcript, SepL 29th, 1867.)
J.
GOODNXJW,
Secretary.
pouthful indiscretion, will, lor the sake of suffering all diseases ot the Urinary Organs, whether existing
N
Liberal
inducements
to
Agents.
Satisfaction
Guar
E . I I . & G . W . C O C H R A N , A tfen ia ,
r p i I E Commissioners appointed to make partition of
M EN AT
M
A —
hum anity, stud free to all who need it, the recipe and iu Male or Female, frgin whatever cause originating
m
anteed.
JL the real estate of which EDWARD STAKRETT,
directions lor making the simple remedy by w hich lie and no m atter of how long standing.
3w7
ROCKLAND, YLY12s'E.
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YYEBBER & HALL M
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late of Warren iu said County, died seized, amongst E V E R Y P A C K A G E O F S E A L E D E N V E L 
was cured. Sufferers wisliiug to profit by the adver
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ent is submitted to, Consumption or
the parties owning shares therein, having made re 
O P E S C O N T A IN S O N E C A SH G IF T ,
tiser’s experience, can do so by addressing, in perfect Insanity treatm
C
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may ensue. Our flesh ami blood are support
turn
of
their
doings
;—
a s - Six Tickets for one Dollar, 13 for Two Dollars,
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ed from these surces, and the health and happiness,
O r d e r e d , That notice thereof be given, three 33 for Five Dollars, too for Fifteen Dollars. All let
V
JOHN B. OGDEN, 42 Cedar S treet, New York.
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reliable remedy
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ilelm bold’s Extract Bucha, established upward of
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owned by N uihau D. Rice, Esq.,
T u r n e r ’s T ic D o u lo u r e u x o r Unl- 18 yegrs, prepared by II. T. HELM BOLD, Druggist.
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si.uated about a. mile from Union land, on the second Tuesday ot February next, and
vernnl N eu ral# in P«II is a safo, certain and
8w2*
5 9 9 B ro a d w a y , N ew Y ork.
694 B r o a d w a y , N e w Y’o r k , a n d
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Common, and containing about bo s h o w cause, if uny they have, why the said return
w
speedy Cure for Neuralgia aud all Nervous Diseases.
104 South 10th S treet, Philadelphia, Pa.
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should not be accepted, and partition made accord
______
acres
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,
with
a
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The severest cases arc completely and permanently P rice —$1.25 per bottle, or 6 bottles for $6.50, delivR
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A
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additional
o
f
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is
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This
inglycured in « very' short tim e. Neuralgia in the face or
ed to any address. Sold by all Druggists everyN. T. TALBOT, Judge.
AN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL BOARDING
farm is oi e o f the best in Knox County. Jt has a
head is utterly banished in a few hours. No form ol
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tine two story dwell.ng house, thoroughly built in
SCHOOL FOR BOTH SEXES.
Nervou- Disease withstands its magic influence. It
style, and three burns commodious and in
has the unqualified approval o f many eminent physi
HARGES as low as in any other School affording modern
repair. T.ie land has a general southern incli
LEANDER WEEK
cians. It contains nothing injurious to the most deli
equal facilities. Instruction given in all the Or- good
B
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nation, comprises every variety o f soil, aud is in a KNOX COUNTY’—In Court ot Probate, held a t Rockm
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A STA R ON F I R E !
cate system. Sold everywhere. Sent on receipt ot
nam ental Branches. A full corps of Teachers in all
w
laud, on the secoud Tuesday of January, 1868.
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good state ot cultivation.
$1.00 and two postage stam ps. TURNER & CO., 120 was recently reported by astronomers. W hat e f that the Departm ents.
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For further particulars, enquire of A . S. Rice,
arian
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,
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Tremont st., Boston, Mass., Proprietors,
S pr in g T erm ol 13 weeks will begin THURSDAY Rockland, or the subscriber on tin* premises.
Who cares for an orb myriads of miles away. Mean
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PERRY,
late
of
Rockland,
in
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County,
de
while, the whole country is
Boston, July 1 ,1$Q7.
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C. li. BALLARD, Principal.
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ance out of the personal estate of said deceased:
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The necessity of a due proportion of iron in the
in Rockland, iu said County, th at all persons in ter
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S E C U R IT Y
ested may attend at a Probate Court to beh e ld a t
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blood is well known to all medical m e n ; whan it b e by th a t quencher of fiery hair, th at transform er of
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N. T. TALBOT, Judge.
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System sutlers, the weakest part being first attacked,
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CHRISTADORO’S IIAIR DYE,
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and a feeling of languor, lassitude and “ all goneness” a preparation as harmless as the April rain. Manu
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Miss Nancy B. lucker, botli of L.
A d damnum, $100.
The only reliable remedy for those brown discolor
In Newburyport, J a n . 16, Mr. W. IL II. Bradbury
P R IN C E & C IL L E Y ,
A. S. RICE. Rockland, att’y to PUT.
ations ou the lace called Moth Patches and Freckles, of Newburyport, and Miss Clara C. Adams of Sears’[5
cents
Iut.
Rev.
Stamp.]
Is P e r r y ’s Moth and F r e c k l e L o t io n . Prepared port.
KAG E C A R R A G E B O L TS
F ir e KM arine & L ife In s. A g en ts,
B O A T NAILS, R IV E T S ,
AND H
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A true copy of the order of court with abstract of
only by Dr. B. C. P e rr y , Dermatologist, 49 Bond St..
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Capital Stock all paid up,

Meats, Poultry, Country Produce.

----FOR----

O n t h e I mI d a y o f J a u n a r y , 1 8 C 8 .
Incorporated 1819.

C O ST

AGENTS W A N T E D FO B
T H E B L U E C O A T S.
And how they Lived Fought and Died for the Union,
with Scenes and Incidents in the Great Rebellion. It

N orth Store, M e’L oon ’s B u ild in g ,

OF THE

/ETNA INSURANCE COMPANY,

NEW A D V E R T ISE M E N TS.

BLOOM OF THE LOTUS U L M E R ’S M A R K E T .

LOAN MONEY WEST!
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HOM E L IF E
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F. SACKRE,

1 IA IK

DRESSER,

$30.00 A D A Y .
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C a ta rrh Can be C u re d !

W A D D IN G ,
Sim onton Brothers.

D O M E S T IC

S A L E !

YARN

AMERICAN CLOCK GO.

Only $1 a pound a t
SniOA’TON ISIiO’S.

DODD’S

NORTH AMERICAN STEAM8HIP GO.

N E R V IN E

New Y ork G ift C?mpany.

Uiiiversalist Festival.
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CURE.
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C ountry K n it Stockings,
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LISTS OF NEWSPAPERS.
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GEO P ROWELL & CO

M U C K A N D S A IL S .

To l i ’h om it .iSui/ C oncern.

As Cheap as the C heapest!1.

J. W . C R O C K E R ,
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Insurance Company,

C o p a r n e r s h p V o ce

Office 119 Broadw ay, New York.
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Lobster Twiae and Warp,
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S T A T E OF M A IN E .
Su pr em e J u d ic ia l Court , )
September Term, 1867. )
JAM ES CROCKETT vs. W ILLIAM HILTON and
And now on suggestion to the Court that W IL 
LIAM HILTON and GEORGE HILTON, two oi the
Defendants, a t the time of service of the writ, were
not inhabitants of this State, and had no tenant,
agent, or attorney within the same, that their goods
or estate have been attached in this action, that they
have had no notice ol said suit and attachm ent, it is
O r d e r e d , that notice of the pendency of tills suit be
given to the said Defendants, by publishing an at
tested copy ot this Order, together with

G ET T H E BEST

IN S U R E A T

KNOX, SS.

W ebster’s Dictionary

PRINCE & CILLEY’S
F ir e , M a r in e a n ti F ife

I L L U S T R A T E D .

1040 Pages Octavo. 600 Engravings. Price $G.
The work is really a gem o f a Dictionary, just the
thing lor the million. — American Educational
Monthly.
6w2

R

M

A CURE

FIFTY CENTS.

I he Most 'Reliable Medicine of the Age

NORTH AMERICAN FIR E INSURANCE CO.,
Of H artford.......................................Assets $727,438 28.

PEO PLE’S F IR E INSURANCE CO.,
ARGARET E. CUTLER ol Camden in the Coun Of W orcester...................................Assets $443,384 06.
ty of Knox, libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be informed, that she was married to
NATIONAL F IR E AND MARINE,
CHARLES II. CUTLER, then of said Camden, on Of Boston..........................................Assets $679,633 21.
the 21st day ol August, A .D . 1859, at said Camden,
ALBANY CITY F IR E AND MARINE INS. CO.,
that she has ever since behaved herself towards said
Charles H., as a chaste.kind, faithful and affectionate Of Albany............................................... Assets $280,213.
wife, and has one child by him now living, v iz: a
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL,
daughter, Marian, seven years old. Yet the said
Charles II., neglecting his m arriage vows and duty, Ol Boston........................................ Assets $1,143,677 08
deserted your libelant in April. 1865, and has ever
JO H N HANCOCK MUTUAL L IF E INS. CO.,
since neglected to support your libelant and her said
daughter; and has within the four years last past, Of Boston, showing a larger am ount o f assets to lia
bilities than any other Company.
committed adultery with divers lewd women, to your
libelant unknown; and said Charles U. has removed
from this State, and his present residence is not
known to your libelant. And your libelant further
■ays that the moral character, Habits and conduct ot
•aid Charles H. has become such that she cannot con
sent to live with him again, and such as renders him
unfit to have the control and custody ol his said child.
W herelore your libelant prays that the bonds of m at Risk taken for other first class companies.
rimony between her and the said Charles II. Cutler,
may be dissolved and that the possession, care and
education of her said daughter Marian, may be de
creed to her and as in duty bound will ever pray.
MARGARET E . CUTLER.

F or Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Soreness of the Lungs, Whoop
ing-cough, Croup, Asthma, Canker, Bowel
Complaint, &c.
T H Y IT ,
And you will find it an invaluable Remedy.
It costs you but a trifle, and may save you hundreds
of dollars in Dcotor’s hills, and what is more, save
your health.
Prepared by D. K. REED, Roxbury, Mass., U. S.,
and sold by dealers everywhere for 50 cents.
Sold in Rockland, by C. P. FESSENDEN, SETH
E. BENSON.
Sold in Camden, by EDW IN C. FLETCHER
JAM ES PERRY.
lyl

John

H ancock.

The S uccess of the J ohn H ancock M utual
L if e I nsurance Company thus far has been un
surpassed in the history of Lile Insurance. Its per
centage of annual sur| lus from premiums exceeds by
lar any Company in the United S tates, averaging over J
45 per cent, above all liability, and its interest alone
is over eight per cent, lrom ’its entire investm ents.
j

All its Polices are strictly Nou-Forfeitab!e.

A person insuring, may, at any tim e after making
To the Honorable Justices o f the Supreme Ju his first paym ent, cease all further paym ents, and take
“paid up’' policy tor the proportion th a t he has paid.
dicial Court, next to be holden at Rockland, a1lie
J ohn H ancock was the f ir s t Company to
within and fo r the County o f Knox, on the issue such po l ic e s . By the law o f Massachusetts,
it a man aged 35 takes a policy in this company, and
second Tuesday o f March. A. D., 18G8 :
makes
EHITABLE CASWELL ot W arren, in said
his policy rem ains in force 2 years and
County, respectfully libels, and gives tnis honor One3payment,
days;
able C oiul to be informed that on the 7th day of Oct., payments, Ids policy remains in force 4 years i
1646, she was lawfully married to W ILBER CAS Twoand
12 days.
W EL L, then of said W arren, by JOHN MILLER,
payments, his policy remains in force 19 years '
Esq., a Justice of the Peace; that your libelant who Ten and
24 days.
has always conducted herself towards her said hus
band as a faithful, chaste and effectionate wile, and for the whole amount he
nsured' and so on,
has had by him two children, Alexander, aged now like proportion.
2 0 years and Edgar, aged 18 years. But the said
Wilber, wholly regardless of his marriage covenant I
and duly, on the 24th day ol April, 1858, wilfully <li- 1
Mrted and abandoned your lihelunt, Ieat ing her in a
destitute and .nth-ring condition, ami went to reside
as your libelant is intorlned and believes, in the Stale
The whole of its surplus belongs to its policy holders
ot Massachusetts, and lias continued said desertion to exclusively, and is annually divided among them in
the present time : tliat since said deserti.....said Wil- the most equitable m anner. All premiums paid ia
ber has contributed nothing towards the support and cash will receive a cash dividend, to reduce the second
m aintenance ol your libelant and her two children, annual payment . and soon every succeding year.
but they have been dependent for subsistence entire . .«I>P?5Sll0u lu?y ke made • or inform ation furnished
ly upon the labor of your libelant, aud your libelant at the Office, or by letter^ oy
avers that a divorce would he reasonable and proper,
conducive to domestic harmony aud consistent witli
the peace and morality of society.
V ’r t n c e «fc U i lle v .
Wherelore she prays th at the bonds of matrimonv
now existing between her and the said W ilber may
be dissolved, and as in dutv bound will ever pray
„ .,
M EHITABLE CASWELL.
Rockland, January 2, 1868.

M

This Company has never contested a claim.

S T A T E OF M A IN E .
PENOBSCOT, SS.
S u pr em e J u d ic ia l Co u rt , t
January Term, 1868. i
M EHITABLE CASW ELL, libelant, rs W ILB E P
CAS ELL.
On the foregoing libel, O r d e r e d , That said m ,
ant give notice to said libelee, ol the peudeu- • *‘helof, by publishing an attested copy of said ,7.y
»*
this order of Court thereon, three weeks .«• ’ ll . 1 ,ai.
the Rockland Gazette, a paper published . ^ccessively in
the county of Knox, the last publir •»» Rockland, in
days at least belore the second
atiou to be thin
•sday ol March
next, that he may then appear
said Court, to
be holden at Rockland, in
’
,d for said county, and
show cause, if any he hav«
why the prayer ol said
libelant should not be gr*.uted.
s t E . C. BRETT, Clerk.
A true copy of
i and order of Court thereon,
3w6
A ttest:—E. C. BRETT, Clerk.
ST A TE OF M A IN E .
S u pr em e J u d ic ia l Co u rt . >
September Term, 1867. s
CH?.1S T O P H E R YOUNG, of Union, in the County
c i Knox, rs. FRANK M. CUTLER of Camden, in
said County.
And now on suggestion to the Court, that tiie De
fendant, at the time ol sendee of the writ, was not an
inhabitantjof this State, and had no tenant, agent, or
attorney within the same, th at his goods or estate
have been attached in this action, that he had no no
tice of said suit and attachm ent, it is O r d e r e d , That
notice of the pendency ot this suit be given to the
said Defendant, by publishing an attested copy of this
Order, together with an abstract of the Plaintiff’s
w rit, three weeks successively in the Rockland Ga
zette, a newspaper printed at Rockland, in the Coun
ty ol Knox, the last publication to be not less than
thirty days belore the next term of this Court, to be
holden at Rockland, within and for the County of
Knox, on the second Tuesday ol March, 1868, that
said Defendant may then and there appear, and
answ er to 6aid suit, if he shall see cause.
A ttest.—ALDEN L. TYLER, Clerk.

THE M UTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Of

Has the largest and best assets,
Has the largest am ount insured,
Does the largest business,
Receives the largest cash income,
Has the largest excess ol income over expenditures,
Pays the largest surrender values,
lias the largest cash surplus,
Divides all*its profits to policy-holders,
Pays the largest cash dividends.
L if e I nsurance a G ood I n v est m e n t .—Many of
our shrewdest business men are going into Lile As
surance merely because it is a good opeiation. They
say “ it is the best investment we can m ake; for in
fact, it combines the advantages ol a LiteAssurance,
i a Savings Bank and Sale Investm ent.’’ Some of them
are carrying policies lor $25,000, $50,000, $100,000;
and one man is known to be assured to the amount of
$250,000.
Study the following:
Suppose a person to deposit $1,000 with a Mutual
Lile Assurance Company on the accumulative princi
ple, (that is to purchase a fixed policy payable at
death), aud $1,000 with a good and responsible Sav
ing’s Bank. Mark the result running through the
twenty-five years of a person’s life from 25 to 50 as
shown in this table :

&TA T E O F M A J-\ E .
KNOX, SS.

S u pr em e J u d ic ia l Co u rt ,
September Term, 1867.
DAN IEL SPEED of W ashington, in the County of
Knox vs. CHARLES W. S1DER.S, late o f Waldo
boro’, in the County of Lincoln.
And no won suggestion to the Court that CHARLES
W . SIDERS, the Defendant, at the time of service
of the writ, w h s not an inhabitant of this State, and
had no tenant, agent, or attorney within tiie same,
th at his goods or estate have been attached in this
action, that lie has had no notice of said suit and a t
tachm ent, it is O r d e r e d , th at notice of the penden
cy of this suit be given to the said Delendant, by pub
lishing an attested copy ot this Order, together with
an abstract of the Plaintiff writ, three weeks succes
sively iu the Rockland Gazetti, a newspaper printed
a t Rockland in the County ol Knox, the last publica
tion to be not less thun thirty days belore the next
term of this Court, to he holden a t Rockland, within
and lor the County of Knox, on tiie second Tuesday
of Marcli 1868, that said Defendant may then and
there appear, and answ er to said suit, if he shall see
cause.
A tte s t:—ALDEN L . TYLER, Clerk.
(Abstract o f J'laintiff's W cit.)
Assumpsit on detendant’s promissory note, dated
at W aldoboro’, September 21s:, 1863, by him signed,
promising to pay the Plaintifi or his order the sum ol
twenty-five dollars, in one year from date, with in
terest.
W rit dated March 1st, 1867. Returnable April
Term 1867.
A d damnum $75.
L . M. STAPLES, W ashington, Maine, A tt’y to Plff
5 cents In t. Rev. Stamp.
A true copy of the order of Court with abstract of
the w rit.
_ 3 w6 __
A ttest :-E I»W IN BOSE* Clerk.

C O AL! C O IL ! CO A L!!
ASH,

EGG COAL, FURNACE COAL, STOVE
COAL, NUT COAL, anil LORBERRY
STOVE COAL: also GEORGE’S
CREEK CUMBERLAND
COAL, ior Blacksmith’s use.
All orders given to 3I.O . Morse, or left at the
store will be promptly attended to.

G e o . W . B r o w n & C o.,

<Ort

S o . o I’. i m l i i n B lo c h .

2 3 E E F ,

P

ORK and Lard, at
£E O . W . BROWN & CO.’S
No. 6, Rankin Block.

Y o rk .

ASSETS OVER $22,000,000 CASH.

{Abstract o f Plaintiff" s Writ.)
Assumpsit upon deleudaut’s four promissory.noti
<notes—
one
me dated at Union, aforesaid, on the 2nd day ol De
cember 1864, signed by defendant, wherein be promis
ed to pay to the order ol the plaintiff fifty dollars in
six months alter date, and interest—one dated at said
Union, to w it: at said Rockland, on the 7th day of
January 1865, signed by said defendant, wherein lie
promised to pay to the order of the plaintiff, thirty
dollars and interest on demand alter date—one dated
a t said Rockland on the 31st day of January, 1865,
signed by said delendant, wherein lie promised to pay
one, A. Young, or order, one hundred dollars one
year lrom date, with interest, which said note the said
A. Young thereafterwards, to w it: on the same day,
endorsed and delivered to the plaintiff—and one dated
at said Union, to w it: at said Rockland, on the 21st
day of February, 1865, signed by said defendant to
gether with one', Love T. Cutler, wherein the said de
fendant and the said Love T. Cutler, jo in tly and sev
erally promised to pay to the plaintiff, or his order,
one hundred dollars with interest, six months after
date.
W rit dated Mav 25th, 1867. returnable September
Term 1867.
A d damnum, $600.
A. S. RICE, Rockland, A tty, to PUT.
[5 cents In t. Rev. Stam p.]
A true copy of the order of court, with abstract of
the writ.
A ttest:—EDW IN ROSE, Clerk.

^ H IT E

N e w

30
$1,280
$3,425
35
1,639
3,665
40
2,097
3,886
45
2,685
4,087
50
3,437
5,273
Which mode of investment 5 to be preferred ?
Study the tollowing:
In Life Insurance as in everything else, before m ak
ing an investm ent, count the cost—use pen and paper
figures won’t lie. The comparison made below will
prove true in regard to the .E tna, Charter Oak, Phe
nix, New England Mutual, New York Lile, (not the
Mutual) Union, New Jersey Mutual, Benefit Life as
well as the Connecticut Mutual.

Vegetable Sicilian Hair R e o e r

J R .,

W ORSTEDS, Y A R N S,

; subscribers have now in Store, one

WOOLENS, CLOAKS, CLOAKINGS, &c.

Cloaka Cut and M ade to O rder,
NO. 1 S P E A R B L O C K , RO C K LAN D , M A IN E .

and everything to be found in a

V A R IE T Y

STOCKS OF HARDWARE,

W . O. HEW ETT.
-----ooo----Also, Agent tor jETNA SEWING MACHINES.
January 12, 1867.
stf

STO RE

C. M . T I B B E T T S ,

which he will sell cheap for cash.

CELEBRATED AMERICAN

HewYork.Bostoii&Portlani Markets

ork with ease. It will not rot or injure the labric
washed with it in the slightest degree. I t is perfectly
free lrom all coloring, injurious or offensive m atter,
common in many other soaps. It will not make
they will keep their stock so replenished as to meet the hands sore and chap, but it is o f a healing
the wants of every purchaser, both in quality and ture. It makes a quick and beautiful lather, and
price, and the price as loio as the lowest. Their stock splendid soap for washing the hands, lace, and
consists In part ol the following goods;
all bathing purposes, only it is not perfumed.
It will make as good shaving soap as can be pro
duced by giving it proper age. I t emits a pleasant
odor while being used, and leaves the clothes sweet
Cut Nails,
Thumb Latches,
and clean as the m aterial of which it is composed is
Store Door Latches,
Clinch Nails,
strictly pure, and of the verv best quality. It will
Boat Nails,
Gate Latches,
remove grease, paint, tar, stains, &c., &c., lrom any
Galvanized Nails,
Butts and Screws,
m aterial, as well as any bar soap, however highly
Clout Nails,
Tower Bolts,
recommended.
Trunk Nails,
Store Door Bolts,
It will wash in soft or medium hard water to the
Sheet Lead,
Chain Bolts,
entire satisfaction of all. It can he used in very hard
Carriage Bolts,
Sheet Zinc,
or salt water, with the very best results. 11 a liberal
Sheet Copper,
Steel Squares,
amount ol sal soda is first dissolved ami added to the
Lead Pipe,
Iron Squares,
water, i t will accomplish all that any soap can or
Try Squares,
Iron Tacks,
should properly do.
Plumbs and Levels,
Copper Tacks,
It is just the soap for all consumers to buy, as it
Octagon Glass Knobs,
Jack Planes,
combines all the essential properties lor shaving,
Smooth Planes,
Plain Glass Knobs,
bathing, washing the hands ami face, not only ol the
Short Jointers,
Silvered"Glass Knobs,
mechanic of whatever calling, but of ail others, no
Hand Saws,
Porcelain Glass Knobs,
m atter whether very much begrimmed, or of a more
Back Saws,
Mineral Knobs,
delicate nature, and for every description of clothes
Rosewood Knobs,
Farm er’s Wrenches,
washing. For sale by grocers generally.
Mortise Locks,
Narrow Axes,
Manufactured by
Rim Locks,
Shop Axes,
C U R T IS D A V IS ,
Night Locks,
Ohio Axes,
B ow ton .
Boy’s Axes,
Closet Locks,
November 8, 1867 .
3m47
Box Locks,
Broad Hatchets
Shingling Hatchets,
Chest Locks,
S T E A AL
Trunk Locks,
Lathing Hatchets,
Draw Shaves,
Till Locks,
Drawer Locks,
Spoke Shaves,
Augers and Bitts,
Nail Hummers,
F arrier’s Hammers,
B itt’s Braces,
Ball Braces,
Riveting Hammers,
L EA T H E & GORE,
Rules of all kinds,
Finishing Hammers,
Would solicit the attention ol the trade and consum
.Joiner’s Bevels,
c il Stones,
ers to their Standard Brands ol
Carpenter’s Bevels,
Slip Stones,
STEAM R E F IN E D SOAPS,
Cooper’s Adzes,
Sand Stones,
----v iz:
Wood Saws,
Compass Saws,
A M E R IC A N C A S T IL E ,
Panel Saws,
Meat Saws,
C H E M IC A L O L IV E ,
Coach Wrenches,
C R A N E ’S P A T E N T ,
Mortise Latches,
,
F A M IL Y ,
EXTRA,
N O . 1.
O L E IN E .
m id S O D A .
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable
for the trade and family use.
Im porting our chemicals direct, and using only the
best materials, and as our Goods aro manufactured
This’departm ent of our business
•y large and under the personal supervision of our senior partner,
well selected ; among the many kind) that we have, I who has had thirty years practical experience in the
may be found the following first class and recently im  business, we therefore assure the public with confi
proved p attern s:
dence th at we can and w il l furnish the
B E S T GOODS a l T H E L O W E S T P R IC E S !
Having recently enlarged and ERECTED NEW
WORKS, containing all the modern improvements,
we are enabled to furnish a supply of S o u p s of the
l i e u Q u a l i t i e s , adapted to the demand, for E x 
p o r t ami Doiui*Mt«L* v o i m u m p is o ii,

R E F IN E D

after having been on exhibition/ve successive
weeks, aud examined by the best mechanics in the
country, who pronounced it to be the best constructed,
most reliable, and a machine th a t would accomplish
a greater amount of work, and In a more satisfactory
manner on account of its simplicity, than any other
Sewing machine ever invented.
LiMt o f th e S e w in g M u c k iu e A w a r d s .
FIRST PRIZE,—

G O L D it lE D A L ,

H

For

Flour, Corn, M eal, Fish,

SO APS.

foster

« F IS ’ J .A’ G

ILL ’eave W interport for Boston, and inter
mediate landings on tiie river, every Tuesday,
at 12 o’clock 31., arriving at Rockland a t about*5
o’clock, I’. 31.
R etu rn in g —Leaves Foster’s W harf, Boston, for
W interport and intermediate landings on the river,
every Friday afternoon at 5 o’clock, arriving at Rock
land every Saturday morning at about 5 o’clock.
Freight taken at reduced rates.
M. W. FARW ELL, Agent.
Agent’s Office at Police Court Room, in Berry Block,
Rocklaud, Dec. 10, 1867.
lltt

W

and Attorney at Law,
S o lic ito r i n B a n k r u p tc y ,

U 7. S . C l a i m

_ A _ g e n t,

T t o d c l a n d , . 3V Ie.
ADIES or Gentlemen in search of a good F A ’

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
AND

S O L IC IT O R IN B A N K R U P T C Y ,

1
buy
L LY SEWING MACHINE, should he sure toAMIthe FLORENCE. The wide range of work it will do,
better adapts it to family use, than most other Ma
chines in the 3Iarket. W ith the Florence Machine,
you can make up the heaviest Beaver clotli or the
finest 3Iuslin, with equal satisfaction. The Florence
’is easy to run, quite noiseless, and very handsome in
model, making it a pretty, and at the same time a very
Useful Ornament to the sitting-room. The public are
respectfully requested to call and examine this Ma
chine at

C. <3. M O FF IT T ’S,
May 16, 1867.

Counsellor a ii Attorney at Law,
_ ? 7

7

D e a l er s

in

S ilk s } , D r e s s G o o d s ,
SHAW LS, W H ITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
LINENS, TRI3I3IINGS, HOSIERY,
GLOVES, &c.,
. C l o a k i n g s m id . C l o n k s .
—also .—

V.

UNION BLOCK, ROCKLAND.
22tt

FIRST PREMIUM
S il v e r M e d a l

9 BARRETT'S HAIR RESTORATIVE
Aj

Bv the N . II. State A gricultural Society, at
It j Fair, holden in N ud.ua. Sept. 20, lot>L

B A R R E T T 'S

PORTLAND and N EW YORK
S T E A M S H IP C O M P A N Y .
S E M I -W E E K L Y

The Splendid and fast sailing Steam^ ships DI IUG<), Capt. II. Sherwood, and
FRANCONIA, ( a pt . W . W . S H E R 
WOOD, will until further notice run as follows :
Leave Brown’s W harf, Portland, every WEDNES
DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock, P. 31., and leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock, P. 31.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York and
3I»iine. Passage, in State Room, $6.00. Cabin passage
$5.00. 3Ieals extra.
Goods lorwarded by this line to and from Montreal*
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. 31., on the day th at they leave
Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
_H. B. CRO3IWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street, New

L o r iU a r d F i r e Iairfu rn tice C o m p a n y .
New York City.
Cash Capital $1,000,600.
Assets $1,312,000
I n t e r u a t io u a l la.
New
ih Capital $1,000,000.

Assets $1,418,647

S p r ’n g lic ld F i r e & M a r in e ! UMCirance C o.
Springfield, 3Ias:
Cash Capital $500,000.
Assets $690,171

Hartford, Conn.

W rX T F IR ,

❖
w

©

J. R. BARRETT & CO., Proprietors,
M ANCHESTER, N. H.

Sold by all druggists.
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A LECTURE
IlmiiHiiiiiliiliBl T O Y O U N O M e Vl
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price six cts.
A L e c t u r e o n th e N a t
Ru<li'
’ure of Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Weakness, I11oluntary Emissions, sexual Debility, and Impedi
ments to .Marriage generally ; Nervousness, Consump
tion, Epilepsy, and F its ; 3Iental and physical Inca
pacity, resulting lrom Self-Abuse, &c.—By ROBERT
J . c t ’LVERWELM, 31. D ., Author of the “ Green
Book,’’ &c.
The world renowned author, in his admirable Lec
ture clearly proves from his own experience th at the
ful consequences of Self-Abuse may be effectually
moved without medicine, and without dangerous
urgical operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or
cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at once certain
aud effectual, by which every sufferer, no m atter what
his condition may be, mav cure himself cheaply, privetly, and radically. THIS LECTURE AVI LL PROVE
A BOON TO THOUSANDS a NB THONSANDS.
Sent under seal, to any address, in a plain sealed
envelope, on the receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps. Also, Dr. Culverwell’s “ Marriage Guide,”
price 25 cents. Address the Publishers,
C H A S . J . C . K L I N E & CO..
Post Office Box 4586
1 2 7 I lo w c r y , N 1
November IS, 1867

Cash Assets $2:15,379

I jit'.i I i i s m - a i i o e .

Life Insurance effected in perfectly reliable Compa
nies, and in all the varied forms. On the Whole Life
pliyi, premiums paid annually; or on the Ten Annual
Payment plan, by which the policy lor a whole life is
paid up in ten years,and then the policy holder receives
Annual Dividends in cash, and the policy thereby be
coming a source of income,
Also as above ou Five, Fifteen, and Twenty Years
and many others to numerous to mention.
plans.
Also, a good assortm ent of coal hods, coal screens,
Life Insurance also effected payable at a given age to
coal shovels and pokers.
the insured, should he live beyond said term , or to his
executors in case of prior death.

Church, School House and Shop Stoves,

C U T L E R Y .
Table Cutlery,
Pocket Cutlery,
Carvers and Forks,
Best Steel Shears,
Best Steel Scissors.

Pruning Knives,
Butcher’s Knives,
Furrier’s Knives,
Steak Knives,

I t s E ffects a r e
^ lo g ic a l.

Total value o f policy, - $4,.‘1*37 75
Instead of paying auy more premiums, the owner
1 UNr.vjuiX'.: rem edy in all eases ot Neural
of tiie above policy, may, if be desires, draw the divi gia 1 .»cialis,
often eliectinga perfect cure in less than
dend surplus ($49.16) in cash, witli an annual increase twenty -four hours
iiom the use ol' no more than two
thereafter.
Silver Plated Table Spoons,
ok Tiir.EE P il l s .
No more premiums required.
No other form of Neuralgia or Nervous Disease has
Silver Plat 'd Butter Knives,
failed to yield to this
Silver Plated Tea Spoons,
C ONNECTICUT M UTUAL,
W ONDERFUL REM EDIAL AGENT.
Silver Plated Tea Bells,
Silver Plated Forks,
11 in the severest cases ot Chronic Nenralgia,
Policy No. 3578. Age, 11. Amount, $2500. Dated
and general nervous derangements,—of many years
Silver Plated Call Bells.
J a n 31, 1849. Annual Prem ium , $82.75.
standing,—affecting tiie entire system, its use for a
tew days, or a lew weeks at tiie utmost, always
affords the most astonishing relief, and very rarely
ils to produee a complete and permanent cure.
It contains no drugs or otiier m aterials iu the
slightest degree injurious, even to the most delicate
system, and can a lw ays be used witli
Fresnel Side Lanterns,
Marine Lamps,
Fresnel Signal Lanterns,
1849
$41 37
$41 38
PERFEC T SAFETY,
Binnacle Lamps,
1850
43 86
41 .38
Globe
Signal
Lanterns,
Galley
Lamps,
It has long been in constant use by many of our
1851
46 34
41 38
Common Hand Lanterns,
Glass Lamps.
1852
48 82
41 37
MOST EM INENT PHYSICIANS,
1853
51 31
41 37
$41
1854
51 31
41 37
41
Porcelain W are, Blue and White W are, Britannia
who give it their unanimous and unqualified appro
1855
51 31
41 37
4]
val.
W are, Tin W are, Cast Irnn W are, Jupuu W are,
1856
51 31
41 37
41
Sent by mail on receipt of price, and postage.
1857
51 31
41 37
4]
1858
51 68
41 37
41
One package,
$1.00
Postage 0 cents.
1859
51 68
41 37
41
Six packages,
5.00
1860
59 68
41 37
3J
Twelve packages, 9.00
48
1861
59 68
41 37
32
1862
59 68
41 37
3(
It is sold by all wholesale and retail dealers in
1863
59 68
41 37
32
Square and Round P oint Shovels, Garden Spades
drugs and medicines throughout the United States,
1864
51 68
41 37
4!
and by
and Forks, Wood Saw Plates, Flour Sieves, Iron
1865
51 68
41 37
4!
Sinks,
W ash Boards, Trace, H alter and Dog Chains,
1866
51 68
41 00
41
T U R N E R & C O ., S o le P r o p r i e t o r s .
1867
43 68
41 00
4
&c.
120 T rem o n t St ., B oston , Mass .
$977 74
$785 32
$581
November 2, 1867.
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House and Ship n u m bing, and P atent Roofing
Cost o f policy so far.
done to order.
The dividends average33 6-10 percent, so far.
W
I
L
L
I
A
M
G
L
E
A
S
O
N
,
Notes are out for $ ml 74
Total cash paid,
$977 74
X Ca O B B Y & S O N .
“ notes given,
785 32
O FFICE—VOSE’S BLOCK, Over the Post Office.
“ outlay,
Rockland, Dee. 5, 1867.
3m51
Will attend to the Surveying of Lands, w riting Deeds
Less dividends,
593 :
Wills, &c.
Union,
March
28,
1867.
16tf
Net cost, 1,169 81
IM P O R T A N T TO F E M A L E S .
Total value of policy,
$2,500 00
The celebrated DR. DOW continues to devote his
Premiums must be paid until death.
entire time to the treatm ent of all diseases incident
Represented a t Union, by CHARLES E. GREEN.
C O R A ',
to the female system. An experience of twenty-four
Represented at Rockport and Camden, by F. U.
y
e
y s enables him to guarantee speedy and permanent
SHAW .
relief in the worst cases of Suppression and all other
Represented a t Tenant’s Harbor, by J . W HITEMenstrual Derangements, from whatever cause. All
No. 6 Rankin Block.
HOU aE.
letters for advice must contain $1. Office, No. 9 E n
dicott street, Boston.
I ROW AMD S T E E L ,
P R IN C E & C IL L E Y ,
N. IL—Board furnished to those who wish to re
main under treatm ent.
ORSE SHOES and Nails, a t the Brook.
5tf
GENEKAL INSURANCE AGENTS.
Boston, June 22, 1867,
iy29
5tf
H. H. CRIE & CO.

PLA TED G O O S S.

LA N TER N S & LA M PS

M IS S E L L A N E O U S .

T r a v e le r s ’ I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y .
Hartford, Connecticut.
Cash capital $500,000.
Insures against loss of life by accident 111 every form,
also makes a weekly payment for any disability incon
sequence of accident. All Losses adjusted aud prompt
ly paid at this Agency.

R

S A

C o r n e r S to r e , P ilN b u r y B lo c k , M a in S i.
KEEN IL MAYO.
Rockland, Sept. 30, 1864.
4 lit

F R A N C IS H A R R IN G T O N ,

PRING ARRANGEMENT until

which are the consequence of
self-abuse
TLo SPECIFIC PILL contains no klercurr.
Iron, Canthuriilcs, or any injurious ingredient. Used in con
junction with the IlYPOPUOSPUtTES, it will HKST0UK THE via n a
rowces in all cases of Impotcticy or Incapacity.

ST E E It IN G-W IIE E LS, (>AI IS, IIA N D-S P I K ES,
31AST-1IOOPS, JIB-HA NKS, BELAYING
PINS, ROLLED-BUSHINGS, &c.
4 3 -LUM BER. PLA N ED TO O R D E R .
No. 10 Kimball Block, Main Street,
iio c m c A J V i> ,
March s, lt>66.
12tf

T R E A T IS E

giving the most prominent causes and symptoms o t SEXUAL
DEBILITY, will be mailed free to all aufiercra of either sex.
P iuce SI per box ; cix boxes for §5, by mail. Sold by Draggut.-', and wholesale by the Proprietors, a . W L U C U E S T E n
Kt C O ., to whom ordersehoald te addressed.

C om m ission M e rc h a n t.
O ffice o v e r S to r e o f C o b b , \ V i ” Iit «Sc C a s e .
V essels F r e ig h t s , and C h a rters P ro cu red .
Rocklaud, Dec. 31,1864.
16w2

BULLOCK & M ORTON,
C iia n c ile r s ,
------ AND-------

Commission M erchants,
45tt

103 SMITH’S WHARF,
R a lt l m o r e , M a r y l a u d . •

Ho r a t io

n. k e e n e ,

W h o le sa le

Thia b one or the ino,t ixthaohdisaev R emedies ever discov
ered : producing i. id - r fu l rc.ults in til casts where it can bo
need externally or internally, as a Lonon, Injectiox, or GanaLS.
In Lcccom msAlt ACT3 LIKE MAGIC, curing the worst cases in
arew dayi. C7* Itsciany PctvENTivs and Curative Uses render
ltl.NDISPEXSACLK TO EVERY ADULT PERSON OF BOTH
SEXES, .C 3 for which see the CtacvtAB, sent f r t t to all.
Pttica $1 per box; six Loxes for $3, by mail. Sold by the
Proprietors, J . A V I.X C K E S T E R A C O .. X o . ISC J o h n
S tre e t. W. Y.. to whom orders should be addressed.

March 29, 1867.

Iyl5
P O L A N D ’S

(Successor to E. W. Bartlett,)
R e t a il D e a l e r in

PLANTAIN

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,

OINTMENT.

A N D O V E R -S H O E S ,

SOLE

AGENT

FOR

THE

SALE

OF

Thia ia the best arti
cle yet put before the
public for all kinds ol
Sores and Eruptions
upon the Skin, as Salt
' r h e u .ni, O ld So res ,
15 i:o i< ex B it E A S T S St in g s of I nsects ,
V e <; e t a bi .e P o is o n ;, &c., &c.
Poland’s reputation as
originator oi valuable remedies.

I have now on hand

and am constantly receiving, a prime Stock of
Athese
most desirable Goods, consisting of

IT IS T H E

G K K A T P A N A C E A .
For B urns , Sca ld s , F rost B itten P arts , Ch a p 
p e d L ips and H angs , C racks iu the F e e t , (with
which old people are troubled,) Sty es upon the
E y e l id s , aud iu tact for everything to which a Salv
is applicable.

HEAVY FANCY SHIRTING FLANNELS,
BLUE 3IIXED& SCARLETSHIRTING F LA N N EL
plain and twilled.
40-iuch ALL-WOOL BLANKETINGS.
P R IC E , 2o C E N T S .
u ia x o f o r t e s , o r g a n s , x e w a x d 40-ineh COTTON-AND-WOOL BLANKETINGS,
Manufactured under the supervision of the
SE C O N D H A N D M E L O D IA X S , V IO C a s s im e re s a u d S a tin e ts
O rig rin al o r , T>r. .T. "PolaiKl,
of all grades, heavy and light, for 3Ien and Boy’s wear,
L IX S, G U I T A R S , A C C O R D E O N S .
all wholesale and Retail Druggist:
Beaver Cletlis, very Heavy, for Over And for sale by"and
F L U T IN A S , F L U T E S , F IF E S ,
a t Country Stores.
D R U M S, &C.
coatings.
G e o . C. Goodw in & Co., and Ca rter & W il e y ,
All of which I will sell at the lowest prices a t retail,
Boston,
General Agents.
Singing Books, Instruction Book, Sheet 3Iusic and and to the Trade at the same prices as sold at the Fac
C. H . P O L A N D , P r o p ’r.
tory. And here you may always depend upon getting
Strings.
the"genuine Warren Goods, and not a bogus article.
BOSTON, mass .
#3* Please call and examine these Goods, aud you
Also, Agent for Medicines manufactured by Dr. J .
F A N C Y
G O O D S . shull be suited iu P RICE and QUALITY.
'. P o land , viz: Cedar Plaster, Diarrhoea Elixir,
S p e a r B lo c k .
Indian Pile Remedy, Cathartic Pills, &c.
Iy43
Photographs, Albums, Autographs Pictures (of
Rockland, December 15,1865.
52tf
various kinds), Fram es and Mouldings, Ladies’
Reticules, Portm onnaies, Brushes, Combs, Soaps
T . B E R R Y & S O N ’S
Perfumeries, Beads, Dolls, Knives, Stationery, ftc
Also, a large assortm ent ot Toys.
Second hand instrum ents taken iu exchange for
new.

Coal! Coal!!

A L B E R T SM ITH.
47tf

P y l e ’s S a l e r a t u s
is Acknowledged th e Cest in Use,
Always put up in pound packages,
FULL WEICHT.

Sold, by Grocers Everywhere.

C u m b e rla n d

U

i v o l- v S t a b l e

LIME ROCK ST., ROCKLAND, Me .

Oct. 24,1867,

C o a l.

L o cu n t M l. W h i t e A*h E g g C o n i.
L o cu n t M t. W h i t e A *h F u v u n c o C o a l.
L o r b e r y C o a l fo r C o o k in g .
C h a r c o a l.

T IIE IIOW E M A CH IN E CO.’S

SEWING MACHINES,
099 BROADW AY,
-------

NEW YORK

For Families ami Manufacturers.

THESE W ORLD-KENOW NED
S E W IN G M ACHINES.
Were a w arded the highest prem iu m
at the W orld’s F a ir in London an d
six first prem ium s at the -V. T. State
F air of IStiG, aud
Are celebrated for doing the best work, using a much
smaller needle for the same thread than any other
machine, aud by the introduction of the m od "approv
ed machinery, "wo a r e n o w a b le to supply the "very
best machines in the world.
■T h e a e n in c h iu e a a r c m a d e at o u r n e w
a n ti npaciouM F a c t o r y a t B r i d g e p o r t ,
in ., u n d e r th e i m m e d i a t e n u p c r v ir io ii
o f i h e P r e s id e n t [ o f th e C o m p a n y , E L I A S
I I O W E , J r ., th e o r i g i n a l i n v e n t o r o l
te S e w in g M a c h in e
They are adapted to all kinds of Fainilv Sewing
and to the use of Seamstre>ses, Dress Makers Tailors
.Manufacturers of shirts. Collars, Skirts, Cloaks, 3Iantillas, Clothing, Hats, Caps, Corsets, Boots, Shoes
Harness, Saddles, Linen Goods, Umbrellas, Parasols’
etc. .They work equally well upon Silk, cotton or
linen thread. They will seam, quilt,gather, hem, fell
cord, braid, bind, and perform every species of sewing’
making a beautiful ami perfect stitch, alike on both
sides of the articles sewed.

T h e S titc h in v e n t e d b y ?IR .
IIO W E , a n d m a d e o n th is M a ch in e
is th e m o st p o p u la r a n d d u r a b le ,
a n d a ll S e w in g m a c h in e s a r e s u b 
j e c t to th e p r in c ip le in v e n te d by
h im .
S E N D FO R C IRCULAR.
THE H O W E M A C H IN E C O M PA N Y
G 99 B r o a d w a y , C o r . F o u r th S t. 3f. Y .
JIR . C. G. JIO FFIT, Union Block, Agent for
Rockland. All in want of a good reliable Machine,
are invited to call and see it in operation.
A pril 19, 1867.
Iyl8

. TOLMAN, EELLS & CO.,

S S l i i p b u i l c l e i ’s .

Wood, Pressed Hay, Sand, H air, Brick, Cement and
ONTRACTS solicited for the building of Firs
Any style of team for any purpose can be furnished
Ground Plaster.
Class vessels. Vessels repaired at Short Notice.
promptly.
Also Agent for Kreischer’s No, 1 F ire Brick and
We have the best of facilities for building and repair
Coaches are run to all the Boats and Public Houses,
ing. At our Store (on the OTHER SID E of the Riv
P articular attention is given to furnishing teams Mortar.
All
ot
the
above
articles
will
be
sold
as
low
os
can
er),
will
be found a general assortm ent of
and Coaches lor funerals.
Also, Books kept a t this office for the different Sfage be’bought elsewhere lor Cash.
Lines.
S
p
e
a
r
’s
W
h
a
r
f,
fo
o
t
o
f
P
a
r
k
St.
J . T. BERRY,
FRED U. BERRY.
A. K. SPEAR.
at Prices iu keeping with the general decline.
Rockland, J a n . 30, 1867.
*tf
Rockport, M ay, 31, 1867.
Rockland, July 4, 1SCC.
29tf

C

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES &C,

F ir e B ric k .
UST received, a lot of fire brick and clay, for sale,

J low, by

___chandise as follows:
by steam er K atahdin every Tuesday at
For Bo:
o’clock, P. 31
For Bangor and fay stations on the River pep
steam er Katahdin very Saturday m orning at 5
’clock, A. 31.
J . I*. W I S E . A g e n t ,
Office No. 7 Kimball Block.
14tf
March 22. 1867.

INFALLIBLE KEMEDY FOB

Itch, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, and all Cutaneous Erup
tions; Old Soros, Ulcers, Soro Lips, Sore Eye3,
Soro Nipples, Chafing, Pimples, Burns, Scalds,
Ulcerated Throat, Piles, Catarrh, Poison
o f the Ivy, Oak, Sumach, &c. Also for
L E U C O R R H S A , AND ALL F E M A L E
W EA K N ESSES.

and

T wholesale, in this vicinity.

November 8,1867.

further notice. This Express will
Sforward
Monies, Valuables and 3Ier-

S. I . L O V E J O Y ,

W A R R E N F A C T O R Y GOODS

M U S IC S T O R E ,

M o n d a y , ^ T o v . 3 , 18G7,
be as follows:
The Coach will leave the BAY-VIEW HOUSE*
Camden, every morning at 9 o’clock and the THORN
DIKE HOUSE, Rockland, every afternoon at 3
o'clock, stopping at Rockport each’ way.
F a r e fr o m C a m ile ti
7 5 cent
F a r e fr o m R o c k p o r t .
50
Packages delivered, and orders promptly attended
to.

bid conditions

A NEW

BLO CK S, P I M PS,

W . O. F U L L E R ,

L E

_ accomodation of the
public between UA3IDEN,

Office removed to \o . ? K im ball Block.

S o le L e a t h e r . W a x L e a t h e r . F r e n c h a m i
A m e r ic a n C a l f S k ill* .
H a rtfo rd F iv e S lo e k I n s. Co.,
LININGS, BINDINGS, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
Hartford, Conn.
Chartered Capital $500,000
Shoe Duck, Pegs, Lusts, Shoe Nails,
Incorporated by the Legislature ol'Connecticut, with Rubber Goring, Siioe
Tools of ail kinds.
a perpetual Charter.
A .t t l i o I 5 r o o l c , M a i n S t r e e t *
Insurance effected on Horses and other Live Stock,
against death by ncci-eut, or any other cause.
ROCKLAND, M E,
E. H . & G. W. COCHRAN.
January, 2, 186-1
2tl
Rocklaud, May 30, 1867.
24tf
F O

C A M D E N AND R O C K L A N D

A c c o m m o d a tio n Stage.

PENOBSCOT M R EXPRESS.

<f- K A L E R .)

AND DOMESTIC

S H IP B R O K E R
Bangor, Maine.

A r r a n K C i n e n r.
On and after Dec. 10th, 1867, coaches will run as
follows, every day except Sunday :
*ave Sagadahock House, Bath, every day, (except
Sundays, at 75; o’clock, A. 31. and 35: o’clock, P. 31.
Leave Rockland every day (except Sundays,) at 2
and 65, A. 31. The 2 o clock stage connects "with the
12.20 train for Boston. Passengeis by the 6 :, o’clock
stage stop iu Bath over night and take the 6>x A. 31.
train for Boston.
Connecting with all trains on the Portland & Ken
nebec and Androscoggin Railroads; also with the
Steamboats leaving Bath for Boston.
Through tickets are sold to Boston and Portland,
by the drivers, at reduced rates. Also at the Boston
& 3Iaine ami Eas‘ern R. R. Depots in Boston, P ort
land and Kennebec in Portland.
E xtra Coaches and teams furnished at shortest no
tice.
BERRY, RICKER i W H ITE.
April. 12, 1867.
_______
17H

1 > T l A '

Cash Assets $617,478

M JV G E E P A R L O R ,

Land Surveyor 1 Conveyancer.

FO REIG N

lOtf

E a s t e r n S ta g e C o m p a n y .
B A T H A X I) R O C K L A N D

B . 3 L A Y O ," "

(Successor Io MA YO

.Manufacturer and Dealer in
Assetts $1,410,116

T E S T I M O N I A T. S .
“ I regard Mr. Eddy as one ol the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official
intercourse.”
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust
worthy, and more capable of putting their applica
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor
two sizes, for coal.
able consideration at the P atent Office.”
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of P atents.
V o lc a n o P a r lo r , for c o a l,
“ Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN ap
plications, in all biit one ol which patents have been
granted, and that one is now pending. Such unm istak
A IR .
T IG rU T S ,
M U TU A L L IF E .
able prool oi great talent and ability on hispart leads ail sizes, witli aud without oveus,
me to recommend all inventors to apply to him to
Policy No. 5982. Age, 41. Amount, $2500. Dated procure their patents, as they may be sure of having
the most iaithlul attention bestowed on their cases S h ip 's C a b o o se s, for w o o d or c o a l,
January 3, 1849. Annual Premium, $82.75,
and at very reasonable charges.”
JOHN TAGIIART.
J a n . 1, 1868.

1853, 5 Years,
1858.5 “
1863.5 “
1866,3 “
1867, 1 “

K.

, 1SC6.

V egetable lln ir R estorative

No. 4 BEItKY’S CLOCK.
Kocklami, Mav 13, lfMVI.
_ 21tt
H o m e IiiM urnu ce C o m p a n y .
New York City.
'ash Capital $2,000,000.
Assets nearly $4,000,000.

L IN E .

«
1

C a r p e ts A' F e a th e rs .

.

A

H

&"Richardson,

K A T A IID IN ,— Capt. J. P. J ohnson.

, C. HALL,

H a r tf o r d F i r e Iu M irn n c e C o m p a n y .
Hartford, Conn.
Incorporated, 1810.
Perpetual Charter.
Cash Capital, $1,000,000.
Assets, over $1,778,000.

Lute Agent o f U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
('under the A ct o f 1837.J
7 8 S t a l e S t r e e t . O p p o s ite K ilb y S t r e e t ,
BOSTON.
FTER an extensive practice of upwards of tw en
ty years, continues to secure P atents in the Unit
ed S ta tes; also in Great Britain. France, and other for
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assign
m ents, and all Papers or Drawings lor P atents, exe
cuted on reasonable terms, with despatch. Research
es made into American and Foreign works, to deter
mine the validity and utility of P atents of Inventions
—and legal and other advice rendered in all matters
touching the same. Copies ol the claims of any P atent
furnished by rem itting One Dollar. Assignments re
corded in Washington.
No Agency in the. United States possesses superior
facilities fo r obtaining Patents, or ascertaining the p a 
tentability o f inventions.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
large practice, made oil twice rejected applications six 
t e e n a p p e a l s , every one of which was decided in his
furor by the Commissioner ol P atents.

S a le .

C . A. S A F F O R D ,

S O L I C I T O R OF P A T E N T S ,

19 $1,572 I
1,047 16
Total cost is
- $1,572 75
Total Dividends, - 1,047 16
Average percent., 66 per cent.
Policy, - - - $2,500 00
Additions, - - - 1,837 75

Old Copper, Old Composition, Old Yellow Metal,
Old Brass, Lead, Pewter, Cut Glass, Old Bones.

S ILV ER MEDALS.

R

AMERICAN ANI) FOREIGN PATENTS

Second Hand Chains aud Anchors.
Second Hand Sails and Rigging,
Scrap Iron, Metals and P ap er Stock,

H O W E S E W IN G M A C H IN E .
W E E D S E W IN G M A C H IN E .
F o r e ig n a n d D o m e stic F ru its,
S IN G E R . S E W I N G M A C H I N E .
O n e S t e a m E n g in e B o ile r ,
T O B A C C O , C IG A R S , tfcC.
F I N K L E Si L Y O N S E W I N G M A C H I N E . 22)i feet long, 3*4 feet diameter, and two 14 Inch
Comer ol Main and Oak Streets, ROCKLAND, Me
flues.
BRONZE MEDALS.
TH R EE KETTLES holding 200 gallons each.
SECOND HAND STOVES, Second Hand Furni
A E T N A S E W IN G M A C H IN E .
ture, Second Hand Chains aud Anchors, Second
G LO B E S E W IN G M A C H IN E .
( Successor to Hewett
Safford.)
Hand Sails (and Rigging.
N O V E L T r S E W I N G M A C IIIN E .
A. R. LEIG HTOF & CO.,
W HO LESA LE AND R E T A IL D E A L E R IN
Main Street, a t the Brook.
The above in connection with tile H ighat Prize at
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1S67.
48tf
the New England Agricultural Fair at Providence,
September, ltM»7, together witli the highest premium.-*
WEST IN DIA, GOODS, PAINTS, OILS,
at numerous minor Fairs held throughout New Eng
C h o ic e F a m i l y G r o c e r ie s , A c . land, leave not the Shadow of a doubt hut tiiat the S a n f o r d ’s I n d e p e n d e n t L in e .
F lu iltK N C E ” can justly claim trium ph over all other
Also, Agents for E. C. MOODY’S Camden W ater “machines.
W INTER ARltANGEM ENT.-ONF. T R IP A W EEK
Bakery.
O* Thankful to our friends and the public for the
F r e i g g l i t s H © tlu < :© < l.
large patronage always received by the late firm, I
shall endeavor to merit a continuance of the same.
OUTSIDE ROUTE FROM BAN*
G e n e ra l E a s t e r n A g e n ts ,
G. A SAFFORD,
R TO BOSTON.
The large,
M ain S treet, Rockland.
141 W ashington St., Boston.
December 14, 1866.
52tf
staunch, steamer
November 15, 1867.
4gtf

to be safe aud prompt in the adjustment, of losses.
Also, Marine Risks on Vessels, Freights and Cargoes.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

S e c o n d H a n d S to v e s ,
Second H a n d F u rn itu re ,

TO T H E

H as stood the test of seven yea rs
before the pu blic; an d no p re p a r
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
ation fo r the h air has yet been d is
covered that w ill produce the sam e
J . P . C IL L E Y ,
beneficial results. I t is an en tirely
new scientific discovery, combin
ing m an y o f the m ost pow erful and
restorative agents in the VEGET
ABLE KINCDOM. I t restores GREY Our Stove Department.
HAIR TO ITS ORICINAL YOUTH
ROC K LA ND , M AINE,
FUL COLOR. I t m akes the scalp
white and clean ; cures dan dru ff
O F F IC E AT T H E CU STO M H O U SE .
and hum ors, an d falling o u t of
April 12, 1807.
17tf
th e h a ir ; and w ill m ake it grow
upon bald heads, except in very
d
n
mortland
aged persons, as it furnishes the
n u tritive prin ciple by which the
C o u n s e lo r a t
Ija > v
h air is nourished and supported.
—AND—
I t m akes the h a ir m oist, soft, and
S
o
lic
ito
r
i
n
SSanki
u p tc y .
glossy, am t is unsurpassed as a
H A i n 1) I t I. S S I A Cl. I t is the
N o. G. K im b a ll P .lork, I lo c k la n d , M e.
cheapest preparation ever offered
L E A T II E A- G O R E ’S
R e fe r s by P erm ission t o ,
to the public, as one bottle w ill ac
ia h A bb ott , of Belfast,
ISTEAM REFINED SOAPS H on. N ehii.em
com plish more an d last longer
i.iam Mc G il v f r y , ot Searsport.
SOLD 15V ALL T H E
L.
W.
H
o
w es , E sq ., of Boston.
34tf
than three bottles of an y other
W HOLESALE GROCERS THROUGHOUT THE
preparation.
STATE.
I t is recommended and used by
L. W „ H O W E S ,
T ^ iC A rm i - : <5u
the F irs t M edical A u th o rity .
Formerly o f Rockland, Maine,
3 9 7 C o m in m e n i a l S t.. 4 7 Ac 4 9 B e a c h S t.,
The W onderful results produced
.
.
PORTLAND, ME.
by our Sicilian H a ir lien ew er have ! .YIAUEE COOK, for w o o d or c o a l, , wiiitney &sole, mcLooxs b l o c k , rocklan t f o u n $ e U o t a t 3 £ a w ,
Wholesale Agents.
induced m any to m anufacture
“
“
A p rils, 1866
I6tl
preparation s fo r the H a ir, under C h e lsea ,
A nd S olicitor in B an k ru p tcy ,
“
“
various n am es; and, in order to [ S a fe g u a r d
Niles’ Block, .33 School St., (room 49) Boston.
induce the trade and the public to S u c c e s s
A
R
E
Y
O
U
IN
S
U
R
E
D
?
“
“
Refers
by permission to Hon. Hanibal Hamlin of
purchase their compounds, they
Maine, Hon. John Appleton. Chief Justice Supreme
“
“
have resorted to falsehood, by P r ic e le s s
Court, Me., Hon. l’hineas Barnes, ol Portland, Me.,
C
O
C
H
R
A
N
’
S
claim ing they were fo rm er p a r t H o m e G u u r d “
Hon. Henry W. Paine, of Boston.
“
ners, o fh a d s o m c connection with
July 26, 1857.
22tf
“
“
our M r. H alt, and their p re p a ra  Z en itli
M
A . R I 2ST E
F
I
R
E
W ILLIA M B E A T T IE ,
tion was sim ila r to ours. l)o not T o k e n
“
‘‘
—AND—
be deceived by them. P urchase the W h ite m o u n ta in , for w ood ,
tto rn e y a t L aw ,
origin al: it has never yet been
Life In su ra n c e Agency. C o u n s e l l o r &— AAND—
equalled. Our Treatise on the
H a ir, w ith certificates, sent free
B E R R Y B L O C K , R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
SOLICITOR IN BANKRUPTCY’,
by m ail. See that each bottle has
W I L S O N & W H I T E ’S B L O C K ,
our private Revenue Stam p over
ISKS taken on Dwelling Houses, Household F ur
niture, Stores, Stocks ol Goods, Finishing Risks
37tf
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
the top of the bottle. A ll others
on buildings iu process ot construction, and all other
are im itations,
insurable property, in the following companies, known
SLUONTON B R O T H E R S .

R. P. Hall & Co., Prop’s, Nashua, N.H.

A-t til© Brook, NIulii Street,

a

FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERIES,

C U R T IS D A V IS ’

ever offered to the public in this county. Having
been engaged in this business for the past twelve
., they think th a t they understand the wants ol

B y A . R . L E I G H T O N & C O .,

H E only G old Med al given to Family Sewing

Machines at the Mechanic's Fair just held in
TLowell,
was awarded to the the F
M 

P R O V IS IO N S ,

U SE

A V A N n : d

F lo re n c e S e w in j M a c h in e .

D E A L E R IN

Rockland, Nov. 24, 1867.

C O ., ManuPfl and Jobbers

c h in e

D R Y G O O D S,

L argest an d best selected

“ F L O R E N C E .”
H onor to whom Honor is due.
lorence

Dealer in Foreign and Domestic

EM BROIDERY M ATERIALS,

USHM AN, A.

C ot warranted Boots & Shoes, 34 Union St.

OF THE

W . o . HEW ETT,

R IB B O N S, TH R EA D S,

PORTLAND BUSINESS CARDS-

A nother G rand T rium ph

O ffice in K i m b a l l B lo c k * E n t r a n c e N o .
4 U p S t a ir s .

PEERLESS SO A P!

B O T A N IC B A L S A M !

T IB B E T T S ,

Refers by permission to the undersigned, for whom
operations in Dentistry have been performed.
Geo. S. AViggiu,
Rev. A. R. Abbott,
,
E - n - Cochran,
C. R. Mallard,
s . E. Benson.
6m31

)ULD inform the commun
has a large assortm ent of

D R . W E ST ’S

S T A T E OF M A IN E .

KNOX SS

No. 4, P erry Block, Lime Bock Street

W ebster’s National Pictoral Dictionary
Custom House Block, Rockland Me.

S u pr em e J u d ic ia l Court , ?
September Term, A. D., 1867. )
On the foregoing O r d e r e d , That the libelant noti
fy the said CHARLES H. CUTLER of the pendency
thereof, by publishing an attested copy of her libel,
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in
any paper printed in the County of Knox, th e ’last
publication to be thirty days a t least before the next
term of the Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Rockland within and for the County of Knox, on the
second Tuesday ot March next, that he may then and
there appear and shew cause, if any he have, why the
prayer ot said libelant should not be granted.
A t t e s t A L D E N L. TYLER, Clerk.
[5 cents In t. Rev. stamp.]
A true copy ol libel and order of Court thereon.
3w6
'
A t t e s t E D W I N ROSE, Clerk.

S.

D E N T IS T .

HARDW ARE!

1 0 , 0 0 0 Words and Meanings not in other Dic
tionaries. A necessity to every intelligent family
student teacher and professional man.
In one volume ol 1,840 Royal Quarto Pages. Pub
lished by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.
ALSO, JU ST PU B LISH ED ,

( Abstract o f Plaintiff's W rit.)
Assumpsit on account annexed to Tiff’s W rit
amounting to Four Hundred and Seventy-six Dollars.
A d damnum $1000.00.
Date ol writ July 22nd, 1867. Returnable Septem
ber Term, 1867.
Risk! taken on all insurable property.
A. P . GOULD, Thomaston, Me. PlfTs A tt’y.
Losses promptly adjusted.
[5 cents In t. Rev. stamp.]
A true copy ol the order of court with abstract of
Special attention paid to Marine Risks on Vessels,
Freights
and Cargoes.
the writ.
3w6
A ttest:—EDW IN ROSE. Clerk.
SECURITY, MARINE & F IR E INSURANCE CO.,
To the Supreme Judicial Court, next to Ol New York................................. Assets $1,421,325 57.

KNOX, S6.

H IR A M H A T C H ,

UNABRIDGED.
N E W

O V ER 3 000 F IN E E N G R A V IN G S .

n ex t term ol this Court, to be holden a t Rockland,
within and lor the County ol Knox, on the second
Tuesday of March 186S, th at said Defendants mav
then and there appear, and answ er to said suit, if
they shall see cause.
A t t e s t A L D E N L. TYLER, Clerk.

be holden at Rockland, within and for
the County o f Knox, on the fourth
Tuesday of September, 18G7.

HARDWARE!

P A IN T S ,
ILS, Cordage, Oakum, and Pitch, at *
GEO. W. BROWN & CO.’S
No. 6 Runkin Block.

O40

W ood ! W ood ! W ood !
F all kinds, for sale by
GEO, W. BROWN & CO.
No. 6 Rankiu Block.

O

ENTS, Boys and Children’s Hats and Caps, of all

styles, colors and qualities, selling a t very low
Gprices,
at
51tl

T. A. WENTWOTH’S, No, 5 Berry Block,

